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ABSTRACT 

A NOVEL K-DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM AND ITS 

APPLICATION TO MAS/SUCCESS CHANNELS 

A principal component of the modeling of radiative transfer processes in inhomogeneous 

absorbing-scattering atmospheres is the accurate description of the effects of gaseous ab

sorption. While several approaches to the characterization of gaseous absorption exist, 

they are invariably limited in their applicability. In this study, the development of a novel 

approach to the creation of k-Distribution parameters that retain significant spectral in

formation is discussed. The results of an investigation seeking to develop parameters for 

the 50 channels of the MODIS Airborne Simulator (MAS) instrument as configured dur

ing the SUCCESS field experiment, which serve as a preliminary step in the creation of a 

remote-sensing 'Observing System' for the retrieval of upper tropospheric cloud and water 

vapor properties are presented. It was found that the approach developed here permits 

the creation of computationally efficient and remarkably accurate gaseous absorption and 

related hand parameters, which for most of channels considered, produce modeling errors 

smaller than those likely to be encountered in the instrument measurements themselves. 

Insights into the relative importance of the sources of observed errors are used to develop 

an additional, and hitherto unconsidered, constraint which may lead to further improve

ments in the fidelity of the results obtained from parameters created using the approach 

developed in this study. 
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Chapter 1 

Introd uction 

An accurate and computationally efficient description of the effects of gaseous absorption 

on band radiative transfer within the atmosphere is an important component of forward 

modeling. Historically, approaches which can be put into three broad categories have been 

used to accomplish this task. Line-by-line (LBL) modeling, which integrates radiative 

transfer results over relatively narrow spectral intervals in order to produce band results 

is the most accurate and least computationally efficient approach. While rigorously valid 

to the limit of our knowledge of absorption processes, in retrieval schemes requiring many 

iterations to acheive a convergence to a final solution, or other operational schemes, in

cluding General Circulation Models (GCMs), the enormous computational effort required 

to produce line-by-line results preelude their use. A host of so-called 'Band Models' ex

ist, which seek to replace the details of absorption processes within a band with a set 

parameters allowing results to be produced from a single calculation. While band models 

are the most computationally efficient approach to this problem, their results can suffer 

from gross inaccuracies in description of gaseous absorption, and in all but the most ideal 

cases, fail to allow an accurate description of often equally important scattering processes. 

A third approach, broadly categorized as the 'Correlated k-Distribution' (CKD) method, 

formally defined as the inverse of the Laplace transform of absorption characteristics from 

spectral space to cumulative frequency distribution space, permits great computational 

efficiency, and when properly implemented, high fidelity to LBL results. 

Conventional CKD approaches have demonstrated great utility in the modeling of 

band radiative transfer. In models where each wave space interval within a band is of 
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equal importance to the end result, for example as applied in the radiation schemes in 

GCMs, such approaches, when appropriately defined, are sufficient to describe accurately 

the effects of gaseous absorption. However, the loss of spectral space information which 

accompanies the creation and use of conventional CKD models is a limiting factor that can 

adversely affect the results obtained when they are used to model measurements made by 

remote sensing instruments, where the importance of individual wave space intervals varies 

with instrument sensitivity. Further, in bands where several molecular species contribute 

to absorption processes, the approach commonly taken to describe such so-called over

lapping absorption involves a physically non-sensical implementation of the transmission 

equivalence concept, in that the mixing of absorption properties from spectrally distinct 

regions invariably occurs. 

It is the long-term goal of this investigator to develop a retrieval scheme which seeks 

to determine upper tropospheric cloud and water vapor properties from measurements 

acquired by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument, 

scheduled for launch aboard the EOS AM-1 platform in 1998. This retrieval scheme, 

following the optimal-estimator algorithim philosphy first articulated by Rodgers [26], will 

involve the determination of a set of MODIS channels from which an 'Observing System' 

containing relevant electromagnetic information may be constructed. In the interim before 

MODIS data becomes available, it was planned to develop a preliminary retrieval using 

data collected by the MODIS Airborne Simulator (MAS) instrument during the SUCCESS 

field experiment, conducted during the spring of 1996. The MAS instrument, which flies 

aboard NASA ER-2 aircraft at a height of 20 km, is a 50 channel cross-track scanning 

radiometer that acquires high spatial resolution imagery of cloud and surface features 

across an 85.92° total field of view along the aircraft flight track. The spectral range 

of the 50 channels, as shown in Figure 1.1, encompass much of the visible and infra-red 

spectrum. Radiance measurements acquired by this instrument have the potential to 

provide a wealth information associated with the electromagnetic radiation in each band. 

Unfortunately, it was found that there were few parameterizations of gaseous absorption 

in the channels associated with this instrument, and thus a need for such information 

emerged as a necessary prerequisite to any retrieval development work. 
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Figure 1.1: MAS/SUCCESS Channel Spectral Extent Definitions. Band extents are de
termined from calibration Instrument Spectral Response (ISR) functions determined after 
the SUCCESS field experiment. (a) Band Definitions for Shortwave Ports 1 and 2, (b) 
Band Definitions for Longwave Ports 3 and 4. 

In this study, a novel approach to the creation of Correlated-k distribution parameters 

for the MAS instrument was developed. Via an extension of the approach to the r.onven-

tional implementation of CKD parameters, in which the wave-space intervals composing 

k-distributions are accounted for, some of the spectral information lost in conventional ap-

proaches is retained, and overlapping absorption is treated in a way that eliminates much 

of the mixing of absorption of coefficient information from disparate spectral regions. 

This additional information allows the inclusion of ancillary spectral information, such as 

instrument sensitivities, permitting higher model fidelity to instrument measurements. 

It was found, through a validation procedure employing a single representative atmo-

spheric profile where the results obtained with the parameters developed here are compared 

with those obtained from LBL modeling, that excellent agreement occurs for most the 50 

MAS bands. Some disagreement between the results of these two approaches is inevitable, 

but in many cases it was found that the indicated errors were less than instrument's ability 
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to resolve radiant intensity, and in all but a few cases, less than expected measurement 

errors associated with the MAS channels. 

In the following chapters, the parameters development procedure and results of this 

investigation are presented. Beginning with a discussion of the nature of atmospheric 

absorption processes, the creation of synthethic line-by-line absorption spectra from a 

reference atlas of transition lines is discussed in Chapter 2. The k-distribution approach 

is introduced in Chapter 3, where a review of other approaches to characterizing band 

gaseous absorption is also undertaken so as to more firmly define the advantages and 

limitations of each method. In Chapter 4, the details of the system used to create the 

parameters developed in this study, and an overview of the parameters themselves are 

presented. A description of the parameters validation procedure, a summary of the results 

found for the 50 sets of parameters that were created and a discussion of the sources of the 

and relative importance of the errors inherent to the parameters is presented in Chapter 

5. Finally, a summary of the lessons learned in this study and how they might influence 

subsequent parameters development efforts is discussed in Chapter 6. 



Chapter 2 

Creation of Synthetic Absorption Coefficient 
Spectra 

The first step in the development of Correlated k-distribution parameters is the creation 

of synthetic absorption coefficient spectra, or k-spectra from line transition strength and 

broadening profile data. These band spectra are created by superposing the Voigt pro-

file broadening contributions from relevant individual transition lines, and is a relatively 

straightforward, though computationally intensive, process. An overview of the nature of 

atmospheric absorption processes, while perhaps not the central purpose of this paper, is 

relevant in so far as understanding the factors that give rise to the differences between 

k-spectra at different depths in the atmosphere, and as such is discussed at the qualitative 

level in the following sections. 

I3efore the creation of k-spectra can proceed, the band itself must be defined and the 

species producing non-negligible absorption within it must be identified. Band extants 

for the MAS channels were determined from calibration Instrument Spectral Response 

(ISR) functions developed at NASAl Ames and released late in the Spring of 1997. These 

ISRs are based on MAS as configured during the SUCCESS field experiment, which took 

place in April and May, 1996. The 1996 edition of the HITRAN molecular spectroscopic 

database (Rothman, et aI, [27], [28]) is the source of line transition strength and broaden-

ing data. For each molecular species identified within a band, a set of 78 high-resolution 

k-spectra, are produced using these HITRAN data and the Voigt line broadening profile, 

at each of 3 reference temperatures (210 K, 250 K, and 290 K) and each of 26 reference 

pressures between 0.01 mb and 1000 mb. The k-spectra generation phase of the parame

ters development is the most computationally intensive portion of creating k-distribution 

6 
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absorption parameters. During the system's development, which coincided with the gen-

eration of the k-spectra for the MAS bands, several optimizations to this part of the 

process, designed to expedite the spectra generation, were considered. A method which 

reduced the total computational effort required to produce the k-spectra for the 50 MAS 

channels by about 43% was finally settled upon. This optimization is discussed along with 

other potential approaches in more detail below. Even with this optimization method in 

place, nearly 2times1012 Voigt profile calculations were required and thus some automa-

tion of this process was required to finish this phase in a timely manner. An overview of 

this automation process, as implemented on a multi-processor UNIX workstation is also 

discussed. 

2.1 A Brief Review of The Nature of Atmospheric Absorp
tion 

The description of absorption by gaseous constituents in the earth's atmosphere is a rich 

and complex subject. It is far beyond the scope of this paper to cover the phenomena 

involved thoroughly, but an at least rudimentary discussion of the physics of absorption 

proceses will serve to provide a foundation from which the development discussed in later 

chapters may he justified. 

The quantization of molecular energy states is at the heart of the model of absorption 

employed here. A simple (though incomplete) explanation for one type of this phenomea 

is the coneept of the atom as an harmonic oscillator with a set of discrete allowed states (or 

frequencies) of oscillation. According to Planck's relation, b.E = hv, where h is Planck's 

constant, the transition from one state to another is accompanied by the emission or ab-

sorption of a photon with frequency, v, proportional to the energy lost or gained between 

states. Energetic interactions with the environment that effect state transitions can be 

broken into several categories, each with their own range of accompanying energies as 

shown in Table 2.1. State transitions can involve more than one transition type, so that 

for example, a change in electronic state may be accompanied by changes in vibrational, 

rotational and spin quantum states. Considering the energies involved in the spectrum 
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I Transition Type I Characteristic @ 
Electronic a few 104 cm- 1 

Vibrational 500 - 1000 cm- 1 

Translational several 10~ em 1 

Rotational 1 - 100 em 1 

Nuclear spin negligible 

Table 2_1: Characteristic Molecular Transition Energies, in order of decreasing transition 
energy. 

of MAS channels, from the visible to far-infrared, combinations of changes in vibrational 

and rotational states give rise to many of the absorption bands seen, in that vibrational 

transitions are usually accompanied by many relatively weaker rotational energy transi-

tions. 

First considering absorption at the molecular level, the quantum mechanical Hamil-

tonian operator, H, applied to Schroedinger's wave equation, 'ljJ, can be used to express a 

system's energetics as 

ih 8'ljJ(x, t) = Hn'.( ) 
2 

~ 'f' X, t 
7r vt 

(2.1) 

Separation of variables may be performed, so that the operator may be expressed as a 

combination of time-independent and time-dependent components as 

(2.2) 

The time-independent, or stationary state component of the Hamiltonian, H 1(x), 

is further seperable into potential and kinetic energy operators, such that H = T + V. 

Separation of these operators into vibrational and rotational components is possible for the 

potential energy operator component, which depends only on inter-nuclear separations, 

but can be complicated and unresolvable for the kinetic energy operator component due to 

the coupling of the effects of the noninertial reference frame within which molecules may 

rotate. Provided the time-dependent components of the Hamiltonian operator, H2 (x, t) 

are small, they may be treated as perturbations to the time-independent component of 

(2.2). The stationary states have solutions of the form 

Hl'ljJ(X) = E'ljJ(x) (2.3) 
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where 'Ij;(x) are eigenfunctions with discrete eigenvalues, E. When (2.3) is also seperable 

into the different types of molecular energy, corresponding to the transition types in Table 

1.1, the total energy is the sum of the individual energies, and the resultant wave functions 

are the product of the individual wave functions. The separate components of molecular 

energy are each specified by quantum numbers, and the complete system is described 

uniquely by the vector of the individual components. When different combinations of 

these quantum numbers produce the same total energy state, the energy states are said 

to be degenerate. The existence and degree of degeneracy is dependent on molecular 

configuration. 

A simplified, non-coupled Hamiltonian, called the harmonic-oscillator, r'igid rotator 

model, which is strictly valid for diatomic molecules, has been extended to include up 

to fourth-order perturbation expansion (interaction) terms for the purpose of des crib-

ing the variety of molecules present in the terrestrial atmosphere. These perturbation 

terms account for the effects of centripetal acceleration on vibrational transitions and 

the corresponding changes in bond length that affect angular momenta. This model has 

been widely applied in numerical form to describe vibrational, rotational and combined 

vibrational-rotational transitions. 

Time dependent terms in (2.2), which are representative of state transitions, arise 

from two distinctly different types of processes: from collisional molecular interactions, 

which serve to change molecular momenta, and from interactions between molecules and 

ambient electromagnetic fields, which cause changes in molecular dipole moments. The 

first type of interaction influences the shape of absorption lines, while the second influences 

line strength (Goody and Yung, [12]). 

2.1.1 Translational state transitions and Local Thermodynamic Equi
librium 

In the terrestrial atmosphere, state transitions arising from collisions are almost (but, 

importantly, not completely) instantaneous, since the time between collisions is relatively 

large compared to the time involved in collisions themselves. Unlike quantum mechanical 

models of motion in idealized closed systems, the changes in molecular energetics which 
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accompany collisions in the practically unbounded free atmosphere, while also strictly 

quantized transitions, do not have stationary states. The translational energy changes that 

accompany collisions are involved in establishing equilibrium populations of energy levels 

via Maxwell's distribution of molecular velocities. Maxwell's distribution serves to define 

the macroscopic kinetic temperature and, when obeyed, the condition of thermodynamic 

equilibrium. 

Atmospheric molecular systems are not generally in a state of complete equilibrium, 

which is applieable only to idealized closed systems. Rather, the eondition of Local Ther

modynamic Equilibrium (LTE) of energy state populations, as applied to specific pairs 

of energy levels is considered instead. Needed to adequately describe emission processes 

via the Planek funetion, in the larger scope of radiative transfer in general, translational 

LTE at a given temperature oecurs when the eollisional adjustment rate, or relaxation 

time, of state populations, is much less than some molecular constant. In the terrestrial 

atmosphere, this occurs below an atmospheric level above whieh moleeules may diffuse 

into and escape through to spaee without undergoing further eollisions. LTE at a given 

temperature thus serves as a condition under whieh the Boltzmann factor is a valid means 

to deseribe the relative populations between certain groups of levels. The energetics of 

the terrestrial atmosphere, as observed in MAS bands, involve interactions between vibra

tional, rotational, and translational states. Goody and Yung [12] show that the condition 

of disequilibrium between vibrational states, common in the atmosphere, while LTE is ob

served for rotational and translational states allows for the adequate description of souree 

terms, and thus permits the strictly valid use of the Planck source function up to the 

lower boundary of the exosphere, near 50 km. Above this level, the most important single 

ahsorbtion band, the 15 f.-Lm CO2 band, with a radiative lifetime of 0.7 4s, extends the 

applicability of the Planck function to near 75km. Above this level, heating rates that 

may derived with alternative expressions for emission trend toward zero with increasing 

height and atmospheric transparency, and while essentially invalid above this level, errors 

resulting from the implicit assumption of LTE are of negligible importance to radiative 

transfer modeling of the atmosphere as a whole. 
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2.1.2 Vibrational State Transitions 

Interactions with ambient electromagnetic fields that influence absorption line behavior 

arise primarily from the presence of permanent or vibrationally induced molecular elec

tric dipole moments, which are expressed in matrix form as M(q), where q is a vector 

representing the molecular orientation with respect to the ambient field. Magnetic dipole 

moments1 and electric quadrupole moments also playa role, but to a negligible degree as 

far as atmospheric absorption is concerned. Dipole moment interactions give rise to the 

strongest absorption bands in the atmosphere, for example the 13.5 p,m CO2 band, which 

arises from induced, degenerate V2 bending vibrational modes of this linear molecule which 

has no permanent dipole moment. Electric dipole moment transitions are enitrely depen

dent on molecular configuration, in that the field must act with some component parallel 

to the dipole orientation, and the dipole configuration must change over the course of the 

transition. The probability of a dipole transition between two quantum states, i, and j, 

is expressed via the weighted transition moment squared as 

(2.4) 

where dV is a volume element in configuration space. Since the wave functions, '0, are by 

definition orthogonal, if M is not configuration dependent, it may be taken outside of the 

integral and (2.4) is zero. Further, (2.4) is also zero for certain combinations of i and j. 

The particular combinations of states producing nonzero outcomes are termed selection 

rules, and as such are highly dependent on system symmetry. 

2.2 Spectral Transition Lines 

Having considered the factors that give rise to absorption spectra, it remains to determine 

the explicit form of transition line strengths, from which k-spectra may be created. The 

HITRAN database (Rothman, et al [27, 28]) contains an atlas of transition lines, their 

measured intensities at a reference temperature of 296K, and empirically or theoretically 

lThe 02 A-band, centered near 0.76 tLm arises from magnetic dipole moment transitions. 
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derived data to describe the variations in intensities and broadening characteristics with 

temperature and pressure. From the preceding discussion, it follows that the strength 

of a transition line is directly dependent on the ability of a population of molecules to 

undergo energetic transitions associated with photons of a discrete wavelength. Under the 

condition of thermodynamic equilibrium, the number of molecules per unit volume, NT} 

in the possibly degenerate quantum states, 7], at temperature T is given by the Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution law, 
e"""Ery/kT 

N" = N dTJ Q(T) (2.5) 

where N is the total number of molecules per unit volume, dTJ is the total degeneracy 

of the states 7], with energy E TJ , the exponential term is the Boltzmann factor and Q(T) 

is the partition function defined as the sum of the Boltzmann factor over all physically 

reali:imble states, as 

Q(T) = I: e-E;jkT (2.6) 

The fundamental assumption of statistical mechanics is that for a closed system, all ac-

eessible quantum states are equally likely. (Kittel and Kroemer [15]). A corollary of the 

3rd law of thermodynamics indicates that as the energy of the system increases, the total 

number of states accessible to the system will increase. Thus the probability of finding 

members of the system in states susceptible to transitions characterized by photons of a 

particular energy typically decreases with increasing temperature. 

A notable exception to this rule is the existance of so-called "Hot Bands" where the 

strengths of observed transition lines actually increase with system energy. The majority 

of lines with appreciable strengths originate from transitions from the v=O vibrational 

ground state to some higher state. According to Banwell [3], in cases where the v=1 

vibrational state has a particularly low frequency, its population may, under certain con-

ditions, become appreciable with respect to all possible states. In such cases, e.g. the 

15j1,m C02 band, the susceptibility of transitions from the v=1 state will actually increase 

with temperature over the range in which the v=1 state becomes increasingly populated. 

The Boltzman factor is perhaps best described by considering an idealized case of a 

set of molecules in some volume element, S, in thermal equilibrium with a much larger 
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reservoir, n, such that nand S together form a closed system. Letting the fixed total 

energy of this combined system, n + S, equal Uo, the total number of states accessible 

to the combined system is the product of the number of the states accessible to nand S 

individually. Considering S to be in the completely specified, and thus non-degenerate, 

state s with energy Es , it follows that the energy of the reservoir is Uo _. Es and the number 

of states accessible to the combined system is reduced to the number of acccessible states, 

or multiplicity, of the reservoir, gn(Uo - Es). Next considering the ratio of the probability 

that S is in quantum state 1 with energy El to the probability that S is in quantum state 

2 with energy E2 , it follows that this is also the ratio of the two reservoir multiplicities, 

so that 
gn(Uo - Ed 
gn(Uo - E2) 

(2.7) 

Given that entropy is defined as the logarithm of the number of states accessible to a 

system, it more convenient to re-write (2.7) in terms of the ratio of reservoir entropies as 

Since the energy of the reservoir may be treated as a perturbation to the combined system 

energy, Uo, in the limit Uo > > Ei, it is appropriate to perform a Taylor expansion about 

an(Uo) at constant volume, V, and N, as 

an(Uo - E) an(Uo) - E(oan/OU)v.N + ... 

an(Uo) - E/kT + ... (2.9) 

where (oan/oU)v,N == l/kT, and k is Boltzmann's constant, defines the temperature of 

the combined system. Thus the ratio of the probabilities of finding the system in either 

of a pair of particular states is 

(2.10) 

from which the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of energetic states in (2.5) follows as 

being proportional to the number of molecules, the quantum energy state degeneracy, and 

the normalized state probability, e-Es / kT /Q(T). 
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To produce k-spectra at the 3 temperatures employed in this study, the reference 

line intensities in the HITRAN database must be adjusted to account for the changes 

in occupancies that accompany variations in temperature. From (2.5), it follows that 

line intensities will scale with the occupancies of states with permitted transitions, such 

that the product of the transition line intensity and the Maxwell-Boltzman distribution is 

constant with temperature. Thus, for two temperatures, To and T, 

d exp [- he..!L] d exp [- he !l] 
T} k To T} k T 

S(f}, To) Q(1'o) = S(f}, T) Q(T) = Constant (2.11) 

Given that the absorption spectra observed in the visible through IR bands are the 

result of combinations of vibrational-rotational transitions, it is useful to consider the par-

tit ion function in terms of separate vibrational and rotational partion function components 

for the electronic ground state. Assuming seperability of the vibrational and rotational 

energies of a molecule, 
1 

Q(T) = -Qvib(T) x Qrot(T) 
(J" 

(2.12) 

where (J" is 2 for homonuclear diatomics and 1 otherwise (Gamache, et al [9]), and Qr·ot(T) 

considers all of the relatively finely resolved rotational levels in a limited frequency range 

ncar the purely vibrational energy state, such that vivo'" 1, and 

~ [Erot,i] L..;exp ---
. kT 
2 

~ [hCIVi - vol] 
L..;exp kT 

2 

drot [ ] 1- exp _\e~ 

1 

= drot x Q~ot(T) (2.13) 

where hclk=1.438786 cm-K is defined in terms that convert the energies involved to em-I, 

and drot is rotational degeneracy which is a molecularly dependent quantity that may also 

depend on the particular vibrational mode having energy Vo. 

The HITRAN database includes data and code to calculate the so-called Total Inter-

nal Partion (TIP) function for a given molecule, isotopic variant and temperature in the 

range 70 K to 3000 K, according to a cubic polynomial. This quantity, Qtot(T), is used 
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in conjuction with the temperature dependent rotational part ion function component to 

adjust line intensities to arbitrary temperatures. The line strength, S(I/0) at arbritrary 

temperature T, within the wide range of validity of Qtot(T) is then found in terms of the 

line strength at the reference temperature, To=296K, as 

Ct( T) S( 'T' ) Qtot(To)Q~ot(To) / Qtot(T)Q~ot(T) 
kJ 1/0, = Vo, .L 0 [E ] [E ] 

dE1exp -1C ¥o dE1exp -1c ¥ 

S( 'T') Qtot(To) Q~ot(To) [hC E (T - To)] 
- Vo, .L 0 () I exp - I 

Qtot T Qrot(T) k TTo 

S( 
'T' ) Qtot(To) 1 - exp [-¥¥] [hC

E 
(T - 71)] 

Vo, .L 0 () [ ] exp - I 
Qtot T 1 - exp -'tc* k TTo 

(2.14) 

where S(vo, To) is the reference line strength at Vo and El is the lower state energy, in 

cm-l, from which molecules may be excited by absorbing a photon with energy Vo. 

2.3 Line Identification 

After defining the band begining and ending wavenumbers, the molecular species with 

relevant state transitions must be identified. Absorption coefficient spectra generation for 

all of the absorbers 'active' in the MAS bands coincided with other aspects of the systems 

development, and as such, relevant absorber identification has been refined along the way. 

At the time of initially identifying the species to include in a MAS band, a rather 

simplistic approach was taken, in that all of the species with any transition lines were 

identified and an ad hoc (albeit conservative) guess as to their relevance made. As a 

refinement to this approach, relatively low-resolution k-spectra were created for a state 

representative of a homogeneous atmosphere with a pressure of 500 mb, temperature of 

250 K at 1 cm- 1 interval resolution for each of the species with transition lines within 

a band, and column transmissions, using 1976 U.S. Standard Atmosphere optical paths, 

determined. As a result of this screening process, only those species with non-negligible 

band column transmissions (by default less than 0.9999) were selected for further use. 

The fundamental form of the monochromatic optical depth contribution, at wavenum-

ber v, due to a spectrally broadened transition line centered at the wavenumber Vo for the 
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ith isotope of a molecule, through an optical path, 1.l, at pressure p and temperature T, is 

given by 

Tv(VO,p, T, u) = S' (va, T)f(v - Vo,p, T)AiU (2.15) 

where S'(vo, T) is the transition line intensity, f(v - Vo,p, T) is the line-broadening pro

file, and Ai is the (dimensionless) relative abundance of the ith isotope. Relative isoptopic 

abundances are incorporated into the reference transition line strength values, S(vo, To), 

i.e., S(vo, To) = S'(vo, To)Ai. Synthetic k-spectra, kv, at a particular reference tempera-

ture and pressure are generated by superposing the contributions from all transition lines 

such that the monochromatic optical depth at wavenumber v due to N relevant lines is 

given by 
N 

T// (p, T, u) = L Sva(j) (T) f (v - Vo (j), p, T)u = kv (p, T) 'U (2.16) 
j=l 

2.4 Use of the Voigt Profile 

In the lower atmosphere, radiative transitions are disturbed by molecular collisions and 

thus spectral transition lines are broadened over some spectral width. This pressure broad-

ening is characterized by the Lorentz profile as a function of pressure and temperature 

and follows from the solution to Schroedinger's wave equation (Goody and Yung, [12]) as 

aL(p, T) 
h[(v - vo),p, T) = [( _ )2 + (T)2] 

7r v va aL p, .. 
(2.17) 

where aL is the spectral distance from line center to where the measured absorption falls 

to one-half of its maximum, and is referred to as the line width. The line width scales 

with pressure and temperature in terms of reference conditions, (po, To) as 

(2.18) 

where n is molecularly dependent, and aLa = 1/(27rT) is the reference line width, at which 

T is the mean residence time of excited states resulting from optical collisions. The term 

optical collisions is broader in scope than that used to define kinetic collisions as con-

sidered above, in that collisions producing any state transition (i.e. including rotational 
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transitions as opposed to just momentum transitions) are considered. Directly prop or-

tional to pressure, the widths of lines are dissimilarly affected by collisions between like 

molecules (self. broadening) and unlike molecules (foreign-broadening), due to exact reso-

nance effects which are more likely to occur in collisions between like molecules. Since the 

radiatively active absorbers considered in this study occur in relatively low concentrations, 

only foreign-broadening is considered. Line shape departures from the Lorentz profile are 

known to occur at spectral distances greater than the half-width (Stephens, [30]), but 

are difficult to measure and thus parameterize. In the absence of any alternatives, the 

Lorentz profile is assumed valid for any single line across the extant of the band in which 

it appears. 

In the upper atmosphere, where pressure, and thus the frequency of collisions, is rela-

tively low, Lorentz broadening plays only a minor role. However, the molecular velocities 

associated with relatively high kinetic temperatures become a significant source of broad

ening along any observational path. In the reference frame ofthe observer, absorption lines 

of relatively fast moving molecules are Doppler shifted from their source frequency. Un-

der conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium, molecular velocities will follow the Maxwell 

distribution, such that the probability of observing an absorption coefficient that is shifted 

some spectral distance from its origin follows from it. Defining the Doppler line width as 

(2.19) 

where R is individual gas constant, the Doppler profile is derived from the Maxwell velocity 

distribution as 

!D(V - va) = ~ exp [ (v -:0)2] 
y1raD aD 

(2.20) 

While the Lorentz and Doppler line profiles are good approximations to broadening in the 

limits of high and low pressure, respectively, a profile which accurately takes account of 

both processes is preferred in terms of general applicability. 

The Voigt profile, which is formally defined as the convolution of Lorentz and Doppler 

broadening contributions as 

fv(v - va) = i: h(v' - va) !D(V - v') dv' 
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1 0'.[, 100 
1 [ (v' - VO)2] d ' ---- x exp v 

7r3/ 2 O'.D -00 (v' - VO)2 + 0'.1 O'.b 
(2.21 ) 

where 

(2.22) 

satisfies this pressure independent applicability requirement, in that it combines the sep-

arate components leading to observed broadening into a single expression. A closed form 

approximation to (2.21), required to numerically implement the Voigt profile, developed 

by .Formichev and Shved [7], agrees to within 3% of (2.21) over a wide range of parameters. 

They find 

fv(v - vo) .- (
In2) 1/2 1 
- -(1- () exp(-ln27]2) 

7r 0'. V 

+-(-, ---( 1-() -+1+( x 1 1 1 ( ( 1.5 ') 
7rO'.V 1 -t- rp 7rO'.·v In 2 

(2.23) 

(
• 2 1) 0.066 exp( -0.47] ) - 40 2 4 

- 5.57] + 7] 

where ( = aL/0'.11, 7] = (v - vo)/av, and the Voigt line width is 

(2.24) 

2.5 Line-by-Line Spectra Generation Procedures 

Pulling together the forms of the line strength and broadening profiles described above, 

k-spectra at a specific temperature and pressure are determined at each of the line-by-line 

wavenumber intervals, Vi, by superposing the contributions from each of the N relevant 

transition lines as 
N 

k(Vi,p, T) = L Sj(Vj, T)!V(Vi - //j,P, T) (2.25) 
j::::1 

In addition to the absorption lines appearing within a band, additional lines from some 

distance outside of the band are included so that the resultant k-spectra will indude their 

broadened contributions. For a band defined over [vo, VI], transition lines within the 

spectrum [vo - 6v, VI + 6v], where 6v = (VI - vo)/10 were typically included. 
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2.5.1 Optimizations to k-Spectra Generation 

As indicated in (2.25), the computational effort involved in producing a single k-spectra 

is proportional to the N lines as well as to the number of wavenumber intervals used 

to describe the banel. In bands with a large number of absorption lines and/or where a 

great number of wavenumber intervals are required to adequately resolve the details of 

absorption, significant eomputational effort is required to produee the k-speetra needed in 

k-distribution parameters development. In addition to the 78 k-spectra needed to produce 

the parameters, an additional set of 34 somewhat lower resolution k-spectra f<)T each 

absorber were also created for use in line-by-line radiative transfer modeling validations. 

Considering that overlapping absorption by more than one molecular species is typically 

important in eaeh channe12 , a valid means to optimize the generation proeess seemed 

imperative. 

Given that the form of the line profile is symmetric about the line eenter, an opti-

mization which calculates fv(v - vo) once for each spectral distance from a line center, 

III - vol, was used to reduce the computational effort. It can be shown that for a band 

with a uniform random distribution of absorption lines only oecuring within the band 

extents, this optimization will reduce the eomputational effort by ",,25%. In the aetual 

MAS spectra, where lines are somewhat less than randomly distributed and the inclusion 

of wing contributions from outside of the band reduces this optimization's applieability 

even further, it was found that this optimization alone would reduee eomputational effort, 

on average, by ",,17.8%. 

An additional optimization that was considered early in this study involved truncating 

the inclusion of line broadening effects at some distance proportional to the Lorentz line 

width. While this approach had the potential to save significant computational effort, 

discontinuties in the k-spectra were observed to result from the truncation of stronger 

lines. Another approach used by some investigators (e.g. Burch [4]) that eliminates these 

2In total, 151 absorber k-spectra sets, each set composed of 78+34=112 k-spectra, were required for 
the 50 MAS channels. 
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discontinuities involves the inclusion of an apodized bound term to the form of the line 

profile that varies linearly between 1 and 0 between two spectral distances from line center. 

\Vhile this proceedure removes the discontinuities that result from simple truncation, 

it lacks a firm physical basis, and situations where significant wing contributions from 

strong lines would be neglected seemed likely, and was thus not employed. In retrospect, 

considering the uncertainties about the applicability of the Lorentz profile in far wings, 

their typically unimportant contribution to total absorption over all but the longest optical 

paths, and the availibility of other parameterizations to include such continuum absorption 

by water vapor (e.g., Clough, et aI, [5], [6]) in window regions, an appropriately conceived 

apodization scheme may be useful in future applications. 

Given the wide range of lines that may found in a band, which can vary in strength 

by several orders of magnitude, it is not hard to conceive that some of the weaker lines 

are of negligible consequence to band-averaged optical depths. Since the computational 

effort required to produce k-spectra is proportional to the number of lines included, the 

elimination of such lines could serve to expedite k-spectra generation without adversely 

affecting their fidelity. With this in mind, what turned out to be a significant optimization 

to k-spectra generation was designed. This approach considers the effect of neglecting lines 

with strengths less than some cutoff value on the spectrally integrated average absorption 

coefficient, k, determined for the band [//0,//1] resolved to b..// as 

(2.2G) 

In this optimization process, all of the transition lines relevant to a band are first 

identified and counted so that an appropriate line resolution, not less 5 per cm-1, can be 

used to create test k-spectra relatively quickly, while preserving as many of the spectral 

details as possible. At each of the 26 standard pressure levels needed for each absorption 

band, an algorithm which evaluates the effect of neglecting lines with strengths below a 

reference temperature cutoff value, Scut(To), on k is then employed. A reference average 

absorption coefficient kref is first determined after creating a k-spectrum that includes 

all lines. The median line strength, Smed, is then identified, a second k-spectrum which 
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neglects all lines with S < Smed created, and the corresponding kmed is determined. Based 

on whether the ratio of kmed to krej, Pmed = kmed/krej, is greater than or less than a 

required precision, Preq=O.9999 (i.e., whether the neglection changes k by less than or 

more than 0.01%), one of two approaches is then taken. For median cutoff spectra where 

Pmed > Pr·eq, the range between the band's strongest line strength, Smax, and Smed is split 

into !:::.S = (Smax - Smed)/5 increments and, starting with a cutoff line strength value 

of Scut = Smax - !:::.S, the procedure is iterated for each Scu.t until Pcut < Preq, at which 

point the previous Scut is retained. A similar approach is employed for reference pressures 

where Pmed ::; Preq. In this case, the minimum line strength, Smin is identified and the 

iterative process begins at Scut = Smin+(Smed-Smin)/5. The procedure is employed using 

a reference temperature of 210K, since this temperature typically produces the greatest 

dynamic range in k(v), and early tests using all three reference temperatures indicated 

that results at 210K required the lowest (i.e., the most conservative) cutoff values. For 

the line-by-line validation k-spectra, which are generated at layer average pressures falling 

between reference pressures, the lower of the two Scut values that straddle the specific 

layer pressure is used. 

This optimization is justified by considering how the subtraction of the neglected lines 

affects the resultant k-spectra. The relative precision criterion ensures that broadening 

contributions of neglected lines are of negligible consequence to absorption over the band 

as a whole, but their effect on spectral details near neglected line centers is not directly ad

dressed. During the development of this optimization, in addition to the relative precision 

tests, visual comparisons of k-spectra created with and without this optimization, and 

examinations of the specific k(v) contributions from neglected lines were performed. In 

most cases, the neglected line centers appear relatively far below the superposed k-spectra, 

such that the wing contributions of stronger lines makes the neglected lines difficult to 

detect at all but extremely highly resolved k-space plots. This suggests that the neglect 

of such weak details will not have a measureable effect on spectrally resolved radiative 

transfer. While this optimization approach is computationally intensive in its own right, 

given that the test k-spectra are created at resolutions that are typically about 3 orders of 
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magnitude less than those used in other parts of the development process, to the degree 

that it reduces the total computational effort required, this optimization is a significant 

development. 

The combination of the profile-symmetry and weak-line-neglection optimizations, as 

employed in this study, produced significant savings in the computational effort required 

to produce the k-spectra needed for the 50 MAS bands. An examination of the opti

mization process revealed that a total of 3.260 x 1012 Voigt profile calculations would 

be required if neither were employed. With the profile-symmetry optimization alone, 

2.679 x 1012 calculations would be required, producing an overall savings of 17.81 %. With 

both optimizations in place, 1.851 x 1012 calculations were required, reducing the overall 

computational effort by 43.23%. 

2.5.2 Automation of k-spectra Generation 

In total, nearly 12,000 distinct k-spectra were required to produce the complete set re

quired for the parameters development and subsequent validation tests performed in this 

study. A machine with 4 CPUs and sufficient memory to permit the concurrent genera

tion of separate k-spectra on each CPU being made available, some additional effort to 

minimize the time required to produce the complete set was made. Several shell scripts 

that worked in concert with a low-priority scheduling queue, maintained a system load 

that permitted several spectra to be generated at once, while not seriously compromising 

the ability of others to use the system. This series of scripts kept track of the status 

of band-absorber specifc sets of k-spectra, and as jobs were started, freeing up limited 

queue space, additional sets were submitted for processing. Though some initial operat

ing system problems caused the procedure to break down with the result that submitted 

jobs disappeared, these problems were eventually overcome through additional tracking 

procedures that automatically re-submitted jobs gone missing, so that the machine was 

kept fully occupied creating k-spectra for about one month. 
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2.6 Summary 

The features observed in atmospheric absorption spectra relevant to MAS bands arise 

from combinations of vibrational, translational, and rotational state transitions. The 

shape and strength of particular absorption lines are influenced in complementary ways 

by the effects pressure, temperature, and molecular geometry. Absorption line data, de

rived from reference parmeters in the HITRAN database, were used to create k-spectra 

at particular pressure, and temperature combinations for subsequent use in k-distribution 

parameters development and validation processes via the superposition of broadening con

tributions from transition lines within and in the vicinity of bands. The MAS channel 

bands, defined from calibration ISRs, required the generation of nearly 12,000 individual 

k-spectra, though through the combination of two distinct optimization procedures, the 

computational effort required was reduced by about 43%. 



Chapter 3 

The k-Distribution Transform 

The k-distribution transform is a means by which the absorption processes relevant to 

radiative transfer calculations in absorbing-scattering atmospheres can be efficiently and 

accurately described. While other band approaches to describe absorption processes exist, 

they are invariably limited in their application. In this chapter, the k-distribution method, 

formally defined as the inverse of the Laplace transform of k-speetra from wavenumber 

to cumulative probability distribution space, is initially developed for homogeneous atmo

spheres with a single active absorber. The advantages of this approach to describe gaseous 

absorption processes, relative to other methods, is discussed. A review of approaches to its 

extension to inhomogeneous atmospheres where overlapping absorption by more than one 

species is important is then undertaken, and the novel approach to overlapping absorption 

taken in this study is introduced. 

Line-by-line methods, which integrate the results of radiative transfer calculations 

over narrow spectral intervals, are rigorously valid for all types of absorption bands, and 

serve as the 'truth' against which the results of other methods may be compared. Due 

to the large number of computations required to model broad-band radiative transfer, 

especially in spectral regions where k-coefficients change rapidly with wavenumber, their 

use is impractical in operational or retrieval schemes. 

A host of so-called band models exist which seek to reduce the distribution of absorp

tion spectra to a set of more tractable parameters. One of the most historically significant 

of these methods is the van de Hulst, Curtis, Godson (HCG) approximation for inhomoge

neous atmospheres, which replaces the line-by-line spectra with pressure and temperature 

24 
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scaled equivalent mean absorption intensity values. Used in conjuction with absorber 

path scaling as a function of layer-mean pressures and temperatures, a means to describe 

absorption over inhomogeneous optical paths is possible. While computationally efficient 

and valid for weak lines, for strong Lorentz lines and for Doppler lines (Goody, [12]), exeep-

tions to its applicability exist, notably in the 9.6 /-lm 03 band, where the inverse pressure

concentration distribution of ozone complicates the path scaling method. More generally, 

problems also arise in spectral regions where absorption is neither strong nor weak. In 

the context of calculations that include the effects of absorbing and scattering processes, 

where individual photons may traverse widely varying path lengths, two-parameter sealing 

methods fail to accurately describe pressure-induced changes in atmospheric absorption. 

The Malkmus band model (Malkmus, [21]) also employs two-parameter scaling of line 

widths and strengths in terms of the band mean absorption line half width, mean absorp

tion line strength, and mean line spacing. The fundamental premise of this approach lies 

in the validity of the statistics used, in that "randomly distributed, overlapping Lorentz 

lines with [an] exponentially tailed S-1 line-strength distribution" are required. Problems 

with transmission calculations in bands that do not meet these requirements can be over-

come to some degree by fitting model parameters to observed spectra. However, when 

applied in the context of absorbing-scattering atmospheres, large errors can occur when 

the full extent of absorption is not accurately described by spectral-mean values. Pot en-

tially problematic for absorption by a single species, the Malkmus model is of questionable 

validity in treating overlapping absorption since the product of two Malkmus bands is not 

itself a Malkmus band except in the strong- and weak-line limits (Goody, et al, [11]). 

Several other band models exist, and while each may be applicable to specific types of ab-

sorption bands, a more generally valid approach is required to expedite radiative transfer 

calculations that include the effects of gaseous absorption in scattering atmospheres. 

3.1 The k-distribution transform in a homogeneous atmo
sphere 

The k-spectra, as developed in Chapter 1, display an essential feature that serves as the 

basis for the development of the k-distribution method: that the coefficient strengths are 
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repetitive in the wavenumber-space domain. That is to say, within a band characterised 

by absorption coefficient spectra occuring between some minimum and maximum values, 

a given value of k is likely to occur more than once within the band. The k-distribution 

method exploits this feature to transform from the rapidly varying ordinate in wavenumber 

space to cumulative probability space, where the abscissa, g, represents the portion of the 

band where the ordinate, k, is weaker than or equal to k(g). This function is by definition 

monotonic and turns out to be much smoother than the spectra in wavenumber space. It 

is thus both more amenable to numerical integration and the assignment of representative 

k-values over relative wide regions of g-space. This leads to tremendous improvements 

in computational efficiency relative to the tedious line-by-line approach, while preserving 

details of absorption that may be lost in band model approaches. 

The k-distribution method has been the subject of several studies seeking to improve 

the characterization of gaseous absorption processes. The method was first proposed by 

Ambartzumian [2] who used it to estimate the influence of absorption lines on radiative 

transfer in stellar atmospheres. A single distribution, that was assumed to be repre-

sentative of the measureable atmosphere, was developed under the hypothesis that the 

transmittance within a spectral interval is independent of the ordering of the value of k 

with respect to wavenumber. Rather, it depends only on the fraction of the interval that 

is associated with a particular value of k. Lads and Hansen [18] first applied the method 

to terrestrial atmospheres, employing a single k-distribution along with path scaling to 

approximate the effects of water vapor absorption in absorbing-scattering atmospheres. 

For the purposes of radiative transfer, a "homogeneous" atmosphere is one in which 

the k-coefficient is constant at a given frequency. For such constant kv, integration of 

absorber density, p, over the atmospheric path reduces to u = J p(z)dz and the band 

averaged transmission over the spectral range [vo, VI] is determined by integrating over 

the band as 

1 l v1 

T(u) = exp( -kvu) dv 
VI - Vo Va 

(3.1) 
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Equivalently, for line-by-line spectra of sufficiently fine resolution, (3.1) is replaced by the 

sum over the N wavenumber intervals in the band as 

1 N 
T(u) = L exp( -kju) b.lIj 

liN - III j=l 
(:3.2) 

where b.lIj represents the width of the yth line-by-line spectral interval. 

The first step toward creating a k-distribution is the regrouping of absorption (;0-

efficients into subintervals, or bins, of widths b.ki. A "frequency distribution" of the 

line-by-line spectra is thus created by summing the incidence of the wavenumber-space 

intervals falling into each bin as 

f(ki) = 1 tl ~i I W(ki' k,i + b.ki) 
III - lIo j i 

(3.3) 

where W(ki' ki + b.ki) is ith bin "window" function equal to unity for wavespace intervals, 

j, with ki < kj ::; ki + b.ki, and zero otherwise. This distribution of line-interval strengths 

is normalized to unity over the spectral interval [lIo, lIIl, and leads to the creation of 

cumulative distribution increments, b.gi = f(ki)b.ki, which define the fraction of [va, lIIl 

containing absorption coefficients between ki and ki + b.ki. A depiction of this process 

is shown in Figure 3.1. Frequency distributions are illustrated in Figures 3.1b and 3.1d, 

that correspond to the MAS Channel 50 CO2 k-spectra at 1.0 mb and 1000.0 mb, shown 

in Figures 3.1a and 3.1c. The rapidly changing nature of the frequency distributions is 

indicative of relatively large numbers of wavenumber intervals falling within particular 

frequency bins, and as can be seen directly from the k-spectra plots, coincide well with 

absorption line centers. The log-log nature of the plot might suggest that line broadening 

is responsible for much of the absorption process. It should be emphasized, however, that 

abosorber path-lengths are the determining factor in the attenuation of incident radiation, 

in that only over relatively long paths will all but the strongest portions of distribution 

'actively' contribute to the total absorption. 

The non-smooth nature of the frequency distribution makes it inconvenient to use in 

numerical applications so the more convenient cumulative frequency distribution, defined 

in continuous and discrete forms respectively as 

k ki=k 

g(k) = fa f(k) dk ~ L f(ki ) b.ki 
ki=kmin 

(3.4) 
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where i is the bin number corresponding to those ki < k :::; ki + f:::..k. Since g(k) is 

monotonic, it is possible to unambiguously invert it to define the "k-distribution", as 

(3.5) 

Depicted in Figures 3.1d and 3.1e, the k-distributions corresponding to the k-speetra are 

devoid of the spikes seen in the frequency distributions and are thus more amenable to the 

numerical integrations performed when using them in transmission calculations. The k

distribution has been described (Lads and Oinas [20]) as "a pseudo-absorption line profile 

that has the same nongray transmission properties... as the original absorption coefficient 

spectrum." The normalization over the band employed in (3.3) makes integration over 

the g-coordinate analogous to integration over the frequency domain. In this light, the 

band averaged transmission can be determined via integration over the k-distribution. 

In the case of a singly-absorbing homogeneous atmosphere, the band averaged column 

transmission is thus determined as 

T(u) = 10
1 

exp [-k(g)u] dg 
N 

~ L exp [-k(gi)] f:::..gi 
i=O 

(3.6) 

The equivalence shown for the discrete form of (3.6) can be considered exact to the limits 

of machine precision when numerically implemented with sufficiently resolved bins. In this 

study bin sizes were chosen in terms of 10glO changes in abosrption coefficient strength. 

This approach, which follows that used by Lacis and Oinas [20], has the advantage of 

finely resolving f:::..g intervals in regions where the k-distribution changes rapidly with g. A 

default resolution of 500 bins per decade strength k was employed when transforming the 

MAS band spectra, and found to be adequate for most of the bands. Cases where higher 

resolutions were required are discussed in the next chapter. 

3.2 Advantages of the k-distribution Approach 

Considering the frequency distribution defined in (3.3) and taking f:::..k to the infintessimal 

limit dk, the band averaged transmission can also be written as 

1 j.oo 
T(u) = f(k) exp( -ku) dk 

Vj - Vo 0 
(3.7) 
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Figure 3.1: Absorption coefficient spectrum for the MAS Channel 50 H20 band. (a) 
Line-by-line absorption coefficients (k-spectra) at 10 mbar and 210K and (c) at 1 bar and 
290K. (b and d) Absorption coefficient frequency distributions corresponding to k-spectra 
in Figures 3.1(a) and 3.1(c), respectively. (e) Cumulative frequency distributions of the 
k-spectra in Figures 3.1(a) (solid) and 3.1(c) (dashed). (1) The k-distributions of the 
k-spectra in Figures 3.1(a) (solid) and 3.1(c). 
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This expression defines f(k) as a spectral function that has T(u) as it Laplace transform, 

i.e., T(u) = .L:[f(k)]. When continuous and analytic, .L:[j(k)] may be inverted to define 

f(k) as the inverse of the Laplace transform of the transmission function. Goody and 

Yung [12] discuss this view of the frequency distribution in the larger context of any 

analytic function of frequency which interacts with the local radiation field. A major 

advantage of the k-distribution over band models emerges when it is considered in this 

context. Consider, for example, the expression for the thermal emission and scattering 

source contributions in a medium across some infintessimal path, ds, 

(3.8) 

where ev,v is the volume extinction coefficient, sv,v is the volume scattering coefficient, 

and .Tv is a spectrally dependent source function. When angularly dependent scattering is 

considered, the scattering phase matrix, P ij, which describes the propensity for radiation 

incident at angle (i to be scattered at an angle (j, comes into play, the exitant radiance 

at angle (e. is a function of the integral of contributions of incident radiation over all 

infintessimal angles dws , i.e., 

dIA(e) = sv,vds t Pij((i, (j)It((i) dws 

Jw" 47r 
(3.9) 

where I:/((i) is the incident intensity. The angularly dependent source function, from (3.8) 

and (3.9), is then 

(3.10) 

indicating a spectrally dependent coupling between sources and the absorption coefficients. 

Band-model approaches, which replace spectral quantities by band-averaged quantities, 

implicity assume that such scattering source functions can be adequately determined from 

mean transmissions. The form of (3.10) indicates that this assumption is easily invalidated, 

since for any spectral interval in which absorption properties and/or incident radiation vary 

significantly with v, the band-averaged mean of (3.10) will not be adequately approximated 

by the mean-values employed. This essential limitation precludes the use of band models 

in radiative transfer calculations that include scattering over arbitrary bands, and points 

to an inherent superiority of k-distribution approaches when such spectral variability is 

adequately approximated by appropriately defined tJ.g intervals. 
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3.3 Extension to Nonhomogeneous Atmospheres 

Though obviously problematic in scattering atmospheres, band-models, when valid in 

purely-absorbing atmospheres are able, via scaling parameters, to resolve the effects of 

pressure and temperature inhomogeneities on line-broadening behavior. The wavenumber

spaee serambling that accompanies the ereation of conventional k-distributions direetly 

from k-speetra destroys the k-spectra's relationship to absorption lines and, at first glanee, 

would seem to require the reealculation of k-distributions for eaeh eombination of pres

sure and temperature of interest. One way of overeoming this limitation is to create 

k-distributions from parametric band-model fits to spectral data. This approach, whic:h 

takes advantage of an analytic: transmission function from which f(k) may be derived, was 

employed by Lacis and Oinas [20], where Malkmus model parameters were least-squares 

fit to synthetic k-spectra. While the limitations of band-models may be overeome to some 

degree with this approach, discrepancies between Malkmus model and k-spectra derived 

k-distributions can exist, partic:ularly where the distribution of line strengths within a 

band does not follow the form of the probability distribution function employed. While 

an approach such as this is an attractive hybridzation that combines the strengths of 

band-models and k-distributions, it remains essentially limited in its general applicability, 

in that it is impossible to know a priori whether or not the approximate nature of the 

fitting results will affect significantly the validity of the results obtained with their use. 

Rigorously valid in the ideal case of homogeneous atmosphere, the k-distribution 

method has been extended to include the effects of pressure, temperature and optical 

path inhomogeneities on absorption processes as the so-called "Correlated k-distribution" 

(CKD) method. The fundamental assumption of this approach is that the ordering of 

the k(g) appearing in each layer are "equivalent" in that radiative transfer calculations 

over some interval, fig, are analogous to calculations over a physically equivalent (though 

not necessarily unique) set of wavenumber intervals throughout the depth of the atmo

sphere. The eonditions under which this ean be expected to occur are idealized. When 

applied to typical atmospheric spectra, a 'blurring' or anti-correlation of the relationship 

between k-distributions at different levels is usually observed. This phenomena oecurs 
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as k-spectra at different heights are dissimilarly affected by temperature induced changes 

to line strength and by temperature and pressure induced changes to line broadening. 

As in Figure 3.2 where pressure and temperature-dependent blurring of k-distribution 

correlations are shown for the MAS Channel 40 H20 band, it can be seen that both 

temperature and pressure inohomogeneities contribute to anti-correlations and that this 

blurring increases with difference in pressure and temperature. Asserting that these effects 

are commonly observed in the MAS band spectra, it is worthwhile to attempt an exam-

ination of the conditions under which they may affect the accuracy of raditive transfer 

calculations employing CKD. 

Goody and Yung [12] demonstrate that CKD is exact under conditions where scaling 

approximations are obeyed. This 'similarity condition' is valid for bands composed of 

Doppler lines and strong Lorentz lines. They also show CKD to be exact for idealized 

Elsasser bands (where absorption lines are regularly or periodically spaced), Sdmaidt 

models (where line overlap is treated as equivalent to line termination at some spectral 

distance ±5/2), and for single-line models. 

These idealized cases are not very satisfying when considering 'real' band absorption. 

More generalized proofs of the validity of CKD, as opposed to its exactness, are relatively 

straightforward to show in the assymptotic weak- and strong-line limits of absorption. 

Goody, et al [11] point out that in the strong-line limit absorption is dominated by cen-

ters of absorption lines, which do not change under conditions of LTE in the terrestrial 

atmosphere, and thus any anti-correlations that do occur are of negligible consequence. In 

the weak-line limit, transmission is by definition linearly decreasing with absorber optical 

path. Employing the approximation, T = e-€ c:::: 1-E, valid for E « I, and the definition of 

the line brodening profile given in (2.22) the expression for the band-averaged line-by-line 

transmission through an inhomogeneous path, 

Tv = Lvexp [-1:2 k(v',p, T)p dZ] ~: 

r exp [- rZ2 L Si (T)!i (v' ,p, T)p dZ] ~v' 
} .6. v } Zl i uV 

(3.11) 
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Figure 3.2: Blurring of correlations between MAS Channel 40 H20 k-distributions due 
to pressure and temperature effects.. The point (g1 ,g2) is defined as (g [k (v, PI , T1) 1, 
g[k(V,P2,T2)]) for each of the 45501 wavenumber intervals in the band. In (a) PI = 1000 
mb, P2=6:n mb, Tl = T2= 250 K. In (b) PI = 1000 mb, P2=1 mb, Tl = T2= 250 K. In (c) 
PI = P2= 100 mb, Tl = 210K,T2=250 K. In (c) PI = P2=1000 mb, Tl = 210K,T2=290 
K. The appearance of 'paths' of dots arise from changes in the gl,2 in the spectral vicinity 
of prominent absorption features. The E indicate the average absolute differences between 
the gl,2' 
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conveniently reduces to 

Tz; ~ r [1 - rz2 L Si (T)!i (//' ,p, T)p dZ] ~//' 
}l::,.// }Zl i /....:>.// 

1-1~2 2;Si(T)pdz/6.// 
2 

~ exp [-1~2 kz;(T)PdZ] (3.12) 

indicating that the k(//,p, T) may be replaced by a single gray absorption coefficient, 

kz;(T) = Li Si(T)/6.//, which is a function of temperature alone. This then implies that 

anti-correlations are of no consequence, since for all // and thus all 9 at any particular 

level, k(//) c::::: kz; and the CKD method is valid in the weak-line limit. A formal proof of 

the validity of CKD under the general case of absorption that is neither strong nor weak 

is not possible, since the numerically invoked Laplace transform is, by definition, not 

analytic. The validity of CKD under these circumstances (which are remarkably common 

in the 50 MAS bands) can only be assesed via comparisons with line-by-line calculations. 

A eoIllmon practice in validating CKD models involves the comparison of line-by-line 

and CKD derived layer heating rates (e.g. Lacis and Oinas [20], Goody, et al [11], Pu 

and Liou [8], Kratz [16], [17]). Of the relevant literature reviewed in the course of the 

development of the approach taken here, several examples of CKD acheiving heating-rate 

results within 1 percent ofline-by-line results were found. A genuine paucity of cases where 

CKD models produced large errors were found, and in the one case where such errors were 

addressed (:Fu and Liou [8]), the effects of anti-correlations appear negligible relative to the 

choice of 6.g quadrature intervals. A hypothesis which can only be tested empirically thus 

emerges: that anti-correlations, while a potential source of errors in CKD implementations, 

are less important than other factors that may cause the results obtained with their use to 

stray from validity. The determination of the role of anti-correlations in producing errors 

is fraught with difficulties, in that the parameters used are dependent on the atmospheric 

profile being modeled. A rather oblique examination of the role of anti-correlations, via 

the identification and elimination of errors from other sources, is attempted in the results 

section of the next chapter. Though annecdotal, this analysis indicates that in cases where 
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significant anti-correlations exist the validity of results are only marginally affected, and 

suggests that the mixing of spectral contributions in particular interval calcuculations 

through the depth of the atmosphere does not, in itself, adversely impact the validity of 

results at the band-wide scope. 

3.4 Extensions to Overlapping Absorption: The Transmis
sion Equivalence Concept and its Ramifications 

Thus far, absorption by a single species in homogeneous and nonhomogeneous atmo-

spheres has been considered. Typically though, more than one type of molecule actively 

contributes to absorption processes so that a means to describe this so-called overlapping 

absorption is required. Considering a mixture of two different gases, the spectral mean 

transmittance, following from Lambert's law, is 

Ti/(1,2) = r 1'v(1) x Tv(2) ~l/ 
J~v ul/ 

(3.13) 

Transmission equivalence, which is valid in bands with constant sources if Tv (1) and Tv(2) 

are uncorrelated in frequency space, is formally expressed as 

11;(1,2) 

(3.14) 

The validity of transmission equivalence has been shown in specific line-by-line calculations 

over a relatively narrow 5 cm-1 spectral interval centered near 15 ILm (Ackerman [1]), 

where transmission differences of less than 1 % were found for calculations using the forms 

of (:3.13) and (3.14) for overlapping C02 and H20 absorption. Fu and Liou [8] examined 

the use of transmission equivalence for three different bands, comparing CKD and LBL 

results for cases of overlapping absorption by 1, 3, and 5 different species and also found 

good agreement for the two approaches. Given these results, albeit annectdotal in nature, 

the approach to transmission equivalence defined in (3.14) does not appear to present 

problems, per .'le. In the visible through far-IR spectrum, however, source terms often 

vary to the degree that parameterizing them as constant over a band has the potential to 

introduce significant errors, examples where this isn't the case not withstanding. 
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A common practice toward implementing (:3.14) (e.g. Fu and Liou [8], Kratz [16]) has 

been to produce a set of k-distributions at sets of reference levels and temperatures, to 

then determine 6.g interval-specific layer optical depths via interpolation and/or polyno

mial fitting to layer-specific temperatures and pressures, while conducting IIiMi radiative 

transfer calculations, where Mi is the number of interval quadrature points required for 

each absorber. For example, in the case of some arbitrary radiative transfer calculation, 

RT, involving 3 overlapping absorbers, with M 1, M2, and M3 intervals respectively, the 

final result, RTfinal, is the compound interval width weighted sum of Ml x M2 X M3 

individual radiative transfer calculations, i.e., 

M1 M2 M3 

RTfinal = L L L RT(i, j, k) 6.g1 (i) 6.g2(j) 6.g3(k) 
j k 

(3.15) 

where, the gaseous optical depth in some arbitrary layer, £, in the (i,j,k)th calculation 

interval is determined as 

(3.16) 

The interval results weighting scheme described by (3.15) ensures that I;(II6.g) = 1.0, 

such that the contributions of the absorber-specific T.e contributions to radiative transfer 

within the band are appropriately weighted. However, the inherent mixing and re-use 

of interval- and absorber-specific optical depths in separate calculations is a disturbing 

feature of this approach. In the example above, the optical depth of the 1st absorber 

in the ith 6.g1 interval is used M2 x M3 times, i.e., across the whole of .6.g1 (i)-weighted 

g-space for absorbers 2 and 3. Thus, in overlapping absorption bands where features 

of the individual absorbers occur in different spectral sub-regions within the band, 6.g 

space mixing of physically unrealized combinations of absorption coefficients will inevitably 

result. Transmission equivalence as employed in (3.15), implies that such mixing will not, 

by itself, give rise to large errors in absorbing atmospheres, but its use also requires the 

use of band-averaged souree functions which results in the loss of other interval-specific 

features that may be important sources of errors. These problems can be overcome to 

some degree by splitting bands into sub-bands small enough to validate souree funetion 
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averaging and to resolve important non-overlapping absorption features, but only at the 

computational cost of the additional interval calculations that are usually required. 

A more spectrally precise description of the effects of other optical properties con

tributing to radiative transfer, for example those arising from the inclusion of clouds and 

aerosols, whose changes in wave-space are perhaps of secondary import in most spectral re

gions, may also improve forward modeling fidelity when determined at the interval-specific 

as opposed to the band-averaged level. While these sources of potential pitfalls to forward 

modeling ean also be overcome, where necessary, by appropriate combinations of sub-band 

calculations as above, yet another complicating factor to the creation of accurate CKD 

and ancillary parameters is introduced by their consideration. 

A recently developed approach to band-modeling which, like the k-distribution, makes 

use of a Laplace transform of a function of frequency is discussed by Tjemkes and Shmetz [31]. 

In their approach, a sample of equally spaced line-by-line radiances resulting from overlap

ping absorption processes are transformed to estimate a cumulative radiance-probability 

distribution. Refered to as the Radiance Sampling Method (RSM), results obtained with 

this approach are shown to converge to the results obtained with the full set of wave-space 

intervals with increasing b.I quadrature points. This strictly monochromatic method 

produces none of the errors associated with the transmission equivalence approach to 

overlapping absorption, and allows the direct incorporation of other spectrally depen

dent quantities, such as the ISR. While it is typically more than an order of magnitude 

more computationally efficient than optimized line-by-line methods, RSM still requires a 

few hundred to several hundred individual radiative transfer computations to represent 

accurately instrument measured radiance fields. 

3.5 Implementation Overview 

Upon consideration of the factors which complicate the validity of CKD parameterizations, 

and while still requiring maximum computational efficiency, an approach that incorporates 

spectral information and isolates overlapping absorption at the b.g interval-specific level 

would then seem superior to the conventional CKD approaches described above. First, 
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it would serve to simplify the creation process. By incorporating spectral inf()rmation 

at the interval level, time-consuming examinations of the sources of errors arising from 

band-averaged parameters and the duplication of effort involved in the creation of sub

bands to overcome them can usually be avoided. It is conceivable that cases may arise 

where the improvements that result from transfering the spectral averaging and features 

of overlapping absorption from the band to the interval level may be insufficient to obtain 

the fidelity required. In these circumstances, it is still possible to resort to band-splitting 

(and appears to be the only remedy), but the relative frequency of this necessity should be 

lower than with conventional CKD approaches. An appropriately designed data structure 

that incorporates all of the spectral information and meta-information relevant to the 

radiative transfer process in bands with arbitrary absorption, scattering, source function 

and instrument sensitivity features is then a potentially valuable contribution to the field of 

forward radiative transfer modeling. The positive effects on the fidelity of remote-sensing 

ohserving systems, and the gains in the computational efficiency and physical validity of 

band radiation schemes employed as components of other atmospheric models justify the 

additional book keeping involved in the creation process. 

The novel approach to CKD parameters creation developed in this study, followed 

just such an interval-level philosophy. A recursive approach to overlapping absorption 

in a spectral-space tracking k-distribution creation process was employed. This concept 

grew from a k-distribution approach for homogeneous singly-absorbing atmospheres first 

articulated by K.F. Evans (personal communication). Here, this concept is extended 

to accomodate overlapping absorption in inhomogeneous atmospheres. In the case of a 

band with more than one active absorber, the absorbers are first sorted into increasing 

column transmission order, and the strongest absorber is considered first. Reference k

distributions are then created from the k-spectra for the first absorber at the 26 standard 

pressure levels at 250K, according to the forms described by (3.3) and (3.4). An error 

minimization scheme, discussed in detail in the next chapter, is then employed to determine 

the set of /:::"g intervals required to produce a set of parameters meeting complimentary 

transmission and relative absorption error criteria over a range of optical paths likely to be 
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encountered in the terrestrial atmosphere. Upon succesful minimization, the wavenumber 

intervals composing the 1st ,6,g-space interval are then used to create k-distributions, 

normalized by the bandwidths they represent, for the 2nd strongest absorber. This process 

continues through the each of the intervals created by the process itself, until all of the 

intervals relevant to each absorber have been successfully determined. At this point, a 

heirarehy of ,6,g intervals that descend a tree of absorbers exists. Considering each absorber 

as a level of recursion, the wavenumbers composing each of the intervals for the last 

absorber, or lowest level, are recovered along with the products of the ,6,g intervals used in 

descending the levels. These data are then used to create a set of lowest-level ,6,g intervals, 

and interval effective absorption coefficients corresponding to each absorber as functions of 

the set of reference temperatures and pressures. Since the wavenumbers composing each 

interval are known, interval averaged ISRs, mean wavelengths, and interval-specific ISR 

weighted-average source terms are then determined, such that a full suite of interval-specifc 

information is available. These data are then saved in a platform and programming

language independent data structure format 1 that is easily implemented into arbitrary 

radiative transfer sehemes. 

3.6 Summary 

In this <.:hapter, a review of approaches to describing the effects of gaseous absorption 

processes in radiative transfer modeling was undertaken. Throughout this discussion the 

fundamental conflict between accuracy and computational efficiency is a common theme. 

This conflict serves to either complicate or eliminate the general applicability of each of 

the eonventional methods described. While conventional CKD approaches overcome the 

problems inherent to band-averaged modeling approaches to some degree, and are more 

generally applicable than band-models, they come with the loss of potentially important 

spectral information that can only be partially regained by compromising computational 

lThe corresponding ".ck" data structure format and supporting interface routines are described in detail 
in Appendix A. 
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efficiency. Line-by-line modeling, and clever optimizations of this most computationally 

expensive approach, while the most accurate way to describe radiative transfer, simply 

require too much effort to be practicable in schemes requiring a large number of band radi

ances. The novel approach developed in this study appears, from a theoretical standpoint, 

to offer a comprimise which satisfactorily resolves the conflicting interests of modelers. It 

appears generally applicable to any radiative transfer modeling scheme, and as such, rep

resents a potentially significant contribution to the field. 



Chapter 4 

The k-Parameters Creation Process 

Having introduced the recursive approach to the creation of Correlated-k parameters that 

retain interval-averaged spectral information, the detailed description of their creation 

is the subject of this chapter. The focus here shifts from the development of radiative 

transfer theory concerning gaseous absorption processes to the details of the application 

responsible for producing the k-parameters data structure that can then be employed in 

radiative transfer calculations. As such, much of the vocabulary used in the following 

discussion is more closely associated with computer science and programming logic than 

radiative transfer, though the physical considerations which serve as the basis of the 

application remain relevant throughout. 

The application that produces k-parameters is written in IDL. This programming 

environment, which is primarily a tool for the visualization of data, is relatively easy 

to work with, and permits the simple integration of calculations and results plotting 

codes. While IDL is a run-time interpreted language, which implies that code written 

with it will run somewhat slower than equivalent compiled language algorithms, it offers 

a large selection of numerical procedures that would be tedious to port, as well as many 

'built-in' calculation and data manipulation functions. These built-in functions are highly 

optimized assembly language routines offering performance that would be difficult match 

in anything but similarly coded implementations. The combination of ease of use and 

good performance in computationally intensive tasks associated with the k-parameters 

creation process justify the use of IDL. 

An algorithm that creates absorber sub-intervals, via an iterative approach that tries 

to minimize transmission and relative absorption errors, is at the center of the application. 

41 
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Here 'interval' refers to the subset of k-spectra appropos to the I1g interval result from 

the last higher-level minimization that is under consideration, or in the case of a top-level 

minimization, the entire band, and 'sub-intervals' refers to the set of I1g intervals that 

result from applying the minimization scheme to them. Starting with one or more sets 

of 78 k-spectra, this collection of programs works its way through the absorbers, and 

produces a parameters data file, refered to as the '.ck' file because of its file name suffix, 

containing all of the information required to perform radiative transfer calculations. 

The application is designed, through the use of appropriate data structures, to be 

flexible and generally applicable enough to handle bands with an arbitrary number of 

absorbers. The only real consideration in its use is the amount of available disk space to 

hold interim results. Even after nearly a year of development, it remains an incomplete 

application, in that certain combinations of strong absorbers may require several runs 

of the application to get it to complete, and the resultant parameters require empircal 

validations that are only annectodal indications of their validity. However, its general 

robustness, as indicated by the results to be shown in the next chapter, speaks to both 

the soundness of the theory behind it and the consideration given to details during the 

application development process. 

In this chapter, the entire application is explained. A program that manages the 

creation and validation of the. ck parameters file, as well as the associated data structures 

that lend it much of its flexibility, are first described in order to put the sub-programs 

that this top-level program calls to do specific tasks in their appropriate contexts. The 

details of the error minimization scheme are then discussed, followed by a description of 

the programs which use the results of the minimizations to create the ck files. 

4.1 Top-level Controlling Program and Associated DBMS 
Structures 

A controlling process for the band as a whole was developed in order to automate, and 

thus expedite the parameters creation process. This algorithm does much of the work not 

directly related to the creation of sub-intervals. Specifically, it performs, or calls other 

programs to perform the following tasks: 
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• Initialize data elements related to the band as a whole and to each absorber. 

• Manage the minimzation processes via a recursively called sub-procedure which, at 

each invocation: 

Creates k-distributions from appropriate k-spectra subsets. 

Calls the minimization processes with the appropriate parameters. 

• Manage the creation of the output . ck parameters data file. 

• Perform and plot the results of validation tests of the resultant . ck parameters file. 

This process is facilitated through the use of a relational Data Base Management 

System (DBMS) that integrates elements from the band-wide through sub-interval specific 

scopes. The data files follow a nomenclature that uniquely identifies the instrument

channel combination they are associated with and, where appropriate, a specific absorber. 

The data types contained in the file are identified via a file name suffix. At the top of 

the heirarchy is the band definition, or . ckinJ, file which contains the band begining and 

ending wavenumbers, the resolutions used to create k-spectra, and the standard HIT RAN 

identification numbers associated with each molecular specie that is active within the 

band. Related band-wide definitions data include the absorber line strength cutoff values, 

which are stored in absorber specific. ckinJ2 files, and a file containing estimated column 

transmissions associated with each absorber. These transmission data were determined 

from 1976 US Standard Atmosphere column paths and the 631.0 mb/250 K k-spectra. 

The first of these two files is used to optimize the k-spectra creation process, while the 

second is used to determine the ordering of absorbers in the k-parameters creation process. 

The creation of the second file serves to filter out from consideration those absorbers with 

negligible contributions to absorption processes. 

Upon starting the k-parameters creation process, the controlling program reads and 

stores the . ckinJ3 data, and checks for the existence of the k-spectra files that the data 

indicate are required. If they are all present, the program proceeds to call a sub-process 

that allows the user to change a set of default parameters associated with each absorber. 
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These minimization criteria are then used in the minimization scheme. Stored in a band 

. miner-it file, these data include specifications of the maximum number of,6,.g sub-intervals, 

and the maximum allowable sub-interval averaged transmission and relative absorption 

errors used to determine the minimization status of sub-intervals. The maximum allowable 

values of these two quantities as applied to individual transmission calculations are also 

stored here, along with a value specifying an acceptable range in the relative absorption 

maxima across the resultant sub-intervals. 

When these initialization tasks are completed, a recursively invoked procedure is 

then called to manage the sub-intervals creation process. Its algorithm varies somewhat 

between top-level and subsequent level invocations. At the top-level, the complete set of 

wavenumbers in the k-spectra associated with the absorber are employed, while lower-level 

calls will employ subsets of the band associated with the specifc ,6,.g interval of interest. 

In lower-level calls, the procdure also first checks for and loads minimization results from 

the last level. In either the top-level or lower-level invocation cases, it then checks for 

minimization results at the called level, and if they already exist, the minimization process 

is skipped, and the code loops over the number of ,6,.g subintervals and calls itself with 

parameters specifying the results of each ,6,.g subinterval at this level in order to perform 

a minimization at the next level. By doing this, the k-parameters creation process can 

relatively quickly pick up at the place it left off in the case of encountering some critical 

error. A nomenclature that uniquely specifies the level and ,6,.g interval appropos to 

minimizations is employed to name minimization results and related data files. An example 

of this nomenclature is represented in Table 4.1, where the heirarchy associated with 

MAS channel 40 is shown. The top-level, associated with H20, carries the instrument

channel combination band name, while subsequent levels also indicate the combination of 

higher level intervals from which they were created. For example, the specifier 'mas40.5.1' 

indicates that the subset of k-spectra from which k-distributions and subsequent interval 

minimization results were derived, employ wavenumbers appearing in the second sub

interval (intervals are numbered starting at 0) of the minimization performed using the 

wavenurnbers appearing in the sixth ,6,.g interval of the top-level minimization. 
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Absorber -+ H2O CO2 0 3 

Level -+ 1 2 3 

mas40 
mas40.0 

mas40.0.0 
mas40.1 

mas40.1.0 
mas40.2 

mas40.2.0 
mas40.3 

mas40.3.0 

mas40.4 
mas40.4.0 

mas40.5 
mas40.5.0 
mas40.5.1 

mas40.6 
mas40.6.0 

mas40.7 
rnas40.7.0 

Table 4.1: Recursive minimization heirarchy for MAS channel 40 k-parameters creation. 
The error minimization scheme begins with entire band and the results are stored in 
files prefixed with 'mas40'. The wavenumber intervals composing the first ~g interval in 
'mas40' are then used in the first minimization of CO2 k-spectra and the results are stored 
in 'mas40.0' files, and so on. 
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Upon reaching a called b,.g interval where no minimization result exists, k-distributions 

for each of the standard pressure levels are created using the subset of 250K k-spectra 

wavenumbers appearing in the b,.g interval from the previous level's minimization. The 

binning and summing approach to the creation of k-distributions, defined in (3.3) and 

(:3.4) is conceptually equivalent to a histogram, and permits the use ofIDL's built-in HIS

TOGRAMO function. This function allows arguments specifying a vector of b,.IOglO k 

bin definitions from which the density function is computed, and permits the return of 

so-called rever-se indicies that may be used to determine the wavenumber intervals com

posing each f (k) bin. It was found that the routine written to create k-distributions 

from a passed set of wavenumber intervals employing HISTOGRAMO performed at a 

approximately 25 times faster than similar code writ en in the C programming language. 

The resultant k-distributions and bin-ordered wavenumber indicies are saved in separate 

files, and the minimization process, as described in the next section, is then invoked. 

Upon successful completion, a loop over the resultant b,.g subintervals is invoked, and the 

wavenumber intervals corresponding to each b,.g subinterval are then used to call next 

l(~vel of recursion. When this loop completes, or in the case of having reached the lowest 

level of recursion, the function returns to the previous level and the process continues until 

all of the wavenumbers for all of the absorbers have been successfully transformed to b,.g 

subintervals. 

When all flg intervals have been successfully minimized, the controlling process pro

ceeds to call another routine to create the. ck parameters file, a validation test is performed 

and the results are plotted. This recursive approach, and the data structures assoeiated 

with it, while perhaps being somewhat difficult to understand at first, offer the flexibility 

required to handle bands with an arbitrary number of absorbers, and when implemented 

in a way that only the minimal set of information required is retained in memory at each 

level ofrecursion, ensures that it is applicable to bands that requiring many levels and/or 

minimizations. 
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4.2 Subintervals Error Minimization Process 

'rhe sub-intervals determination program attempts to minimize transmission and relative 

absorption errors for a given set of k-distributions. These complementary criteria evolved 

over the course of the application's development, during which is was found that they were 

individually insufficient to insure accurate results throughout the depth of the atmosphere. 

The iterative approach of the program starts with a single !J.g interval using the complete 

set of bins in the k-distribution, and adds or adjusts the boundaries of sub-intervals as 

required to acheive the minimization criteria specified. 

4.2.1 Transmission Calculations Definitions 

At the heart of this process is the evaluation of a pair of transmission calculations at each 

standard pressure level over a sample of paths that may be encountered there. The first 

of these calculations determines the /h interval-averaged transmission for each path by 

integrating over each of bins falling within the /h subinterval as 

(4.1) 

where bino and binI correspond to the k-distribution elements with goU) :::; g < g1 U), and 

!J.gi is the specific bin width in g-space. The second calculation employs a subinterval-

width weighted average value of the absorption coefficient, determined as 

(4.2) 

in a single transmission calculation, where 

(4.3) 

The path-averaged differences between (4.1) and (4.3) then serve to define the errors 

associated with each interval. The use of these error values and the adaptive behavior 

they force are discussed in further detail below. 
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4.2.2 Optical Path Sample Determination 

Given the nonlinear form of the changes in the transmission values determined from (4.1) 

and (4.3) with changes in optical path, the choice of the specific sample of paths to 

be used is of primary importance to the validity of the resultant k-parameters. To be 

universally applicable, path samples might include values producing transmissions from 

the linear through the strong-absorption regimes. However, this approach can produce 

interval statistics indicating large errors, significant contributions to which arise from the 

use of sample paths at levels in the atmosphere where they could not physically occur. 

In this study, the paths used in determining the errors associated with b.g intervals were 

adapted to be representative of the range of values likely to be encountered in their use 

in radiative transfer calculations. l<or each of the 26 standard pressure levels, a distinct 

sample of paths were determined for each absorber. This approach seeks to provide a 

representative sample as opposed to a universal sample, and is justified for the following 

reasons: 

• Multiple scattering effects and variations in solar zenith angle which tend to increase 

photon path lengths through an layer, and thus the effective layer optieal depth, have 

been used to justify the use of universal path samples (e.g. Kratz, [16]). In modeling, 

these effects are usually described in terms of a vertical path optical depth. To the 

degree that these vertical path optical depths are accurate, the effects of multiple 

scattering and slant-path optical depths will also be accurately determined . 

• Unrealistic optical paths serve only to skew the statistics applicable to realistic op

tical paths, and as such, will actually decrease either the validity or computational 

efficiency of the results obtained with their implementation. In the upper atmo

sphere in particular, the use of universal paths will tend to overemphasize the errors 

associated with physically unrealizable cases of strong absorption, and thus require 

the creation of more intervals (and thus more computational effort when employed 

in models) to ensure the validity of calculations involving profiles that will never be 

used. 
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The paths applicable to the specific absorber-reference level combinations were de

termined from a set of standard atmospheric profiles that includes the 1976 US Standard 

Atmosphere (NOAA, [24]), containing profile information for 11 different ahsorhers, and 

the collection of so-called McClatchey profiles (McClatchey, et al [22]), eontaining profile 

information for water vapor and ozone in 7 atmospheres applicable to different latitudinal 

zones and times of the year. For each of the 26 standard levels, a sample of 20 reference 

paths were created, as follows, and stored in an aneillary data file. A minimum path, 

Umin, was determined by taking the lowest path density, in gj(em2 km), oecuring in the 

set of available profiles, nearest to the standard level and multiplying it by a relatively 

thin 100 meter (0.1 km) thickness. A maximum path, umax , was then determined by 

integrating the maximum path densities oeeuring in the set of profiles over the range of 

levels applicable to a layer with an average pressure close to the standard pressure level. 

For example, the maximum path for the 0.251 mb H20 standard level was determined 

by by integrating the McClatchey Tropical profile path density from the top of the atmo

sphere (TOA), at 100km, to the nearest level below 2xO.251 mb, here 0.854 mb, and then 

multiplying this path by a factor of 2.5 to accomodate exceptional cases. The range in 

paths at each standard pressure level in terms of their natural logarithms, In umax(level) 

- In Umin(le1Jel), was then used to determine the sample of paths at each standard level as 

1},(level, i) = Umin + i x exp {[In Umax (level) -lnumin(level)]j19} (4.4) 

where i represents the path sample number and varies from 0 to 19. Since transmission is a 

exponentially decreasing function of absorber path, this sample selection process provides 

a physically representative set of equally spaced points in transmission space, over which 

the accuracy of the [keff(j,Pstd), ,6.gj] combination may then be evaluated. This approach 

is still rather generous, in terms of the profiles with which the parameters may eventually 

be used, but unrealistic paths are mostly eliminated from consderation. The sample of 

paths used in minimizations of H20 k-distribution errors is shown as a function of the 

standard pressure levels in Figure 4.1. The samples employed for other molecular species 

follow a similar trend in range with pressure. 
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Figure 1.1: Minimization H20 path samples as !(Pstd). Horizontal lines indicate dis
crete path values employed at each standard pressure level. Vertical lines indicate the 
range in applicable paths determined from the set of McClatchey and 1976 U.S. Standard 
Atmosphere profiles. 

4.2.3 The Use of Minimization Criteria 

The transmission values determined from (4.1) and (4.3) are used to determine path

averaged transmission and relative absorption error statistics for the lh interval as 

(4.5) 

~ I:Pstd I:u 1(1-1k(g)(j,Pstd, u)) - (1 - Tkeff (j,Pstd, u) I 

N2 I:PstdI:u(1-Tk(g)(j,Pstd,U)) 

_~ I:Pstd I:u ITkeff(j'Pstd,U) - Tk(g)(j,Pstd,U) I 

N2 I:pstdI:u1-Tk(g)(j,Pstd,U) 
(4.6) 

where the sum in (4.5) is over the complete set of Nl = 26 x 20 = 520 transmission 

calculations, and the sum in (4.6) is over the set of N2 transmission calculations where 

0.00001 ~ 1k(g) (j,Pstd, u) ~ 0.9999999. The distinction between the samples used to create 

these statistics arises from the need to eliminate from consideration very small absolute 

transmission errors that produce large relative absorption errors, which inevitably occur 
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Interval Error Statistic Interval Status 

fa 2::: E; ibad1 7 

Ea 2::: 2 X E; ibad2 7 

Er > E~ ibad3 7 

fa < f; and Er < E~ igood1 7 

Table 4.2: Minimzation interval status definitions. The individual status definitions are 
determined from user-supplied maximum allowed interval average transmission error, (~ 
and maximum allowed interval average relative absorption error, f~, criteria. 

in the limit Tk(g) (j, Pstd, u) -+ 1.0, coupled with the desire to remove relatively insensitive 

saturated paths from consideration. The inclusion of these neglected sample would result 

in overestimates and underestimates of Er in the limits of weak and strong absorption, 

respectively. 

After determining the error statistics for each interval, the values are used to deter-

mine the status of each interval. These interval statae are then used to determine the 

action, if any, to take in order to set up the next iteration. Intervals are tagged with 

one of four statae, as indicated in Table 4.2. The error statistics and interval statae are 

jointly used in a two-level minimization scheme. The first level of minimization seeks to 

create a set of !::J.g intervals satisfying the average transmission error criterion chosen by 

the user. That is, a set where each interval, and the sub-band as a whole have status 

'goodl i or ibad3 i. When this is achieved, a second level of minimization commences. This 

minimization attempts to reduce the range in the maximum values of the Er encountered 

in each interval across all intervals, standard levels, and paths, to the user-specified !::J.E~ 

criteria. The first level of minimization, then, serves to produce a set of intervals that will, 

OIl average, produce satisfactory results, while the second level of minimization serves to 

decrease the probability that outlier profile paths will have an adverse effect on the validity 

of optical depth calculations. This serves to ensure that all of the !::J.g intervals will be 

roughly equally valid (or invalid) over the range of paths likely to be encountered. 

A hard-coded set of action fules, employing the minimization criteria in conjunction 

with the set of interval and sub-band error statistics determines the action or actions to 

take subsequent to their determination. Developed over the course of the development of 
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the application, they reflect both the core set of minimization goals, and optimizations to 

the process that help speed convergence to these goals. When an interval fails to meet 

the criteria appropos to the level of minimization, the only way to improve it is to shrink 

its size in g-space, and thus decrease the range in k over which it applies, such that the 

single valued kef f does not produce as significant error values over the range in 11, as it 

would otherwise. In the first level of minimization, when there are any intervals with 

status 'badl' or :bad2', the one with the worst Ea is chosen as the active interval. The 

size of the interval in g-space is then reduced by some adjustment factor, 0 ::; f < 1, 

so that in the next iteration, the interval has .6.gi+1 = f X .6.gi . The value of f used is 

an optimization depending on the minimization level and the interval status. Since an 

interval with 'bad2' status generally needs to be shrunk more than an interval with 'badl' 

status, a factor of 2.5 is applied to the adjustment factor for such intervals. During the 

second level minimization, which is essentially a 'fine-tuning' of level 1 results, a host of 

factors come into play, including how the last iteration changed the set of interval and sub

band averaged results relative to the iteration before. The convergence to or divergence 

from the desired result is used to determine the adjustments to interval boundaries that 

result. When an iteration at this level produces negligible change in results, the adjustment 

factor is doubled, up to a maximum of 16% of the interval width, so that the code does 

not spend an inordinate amount of time trying to improve a single interval. Similarly, 

when an iteration actually increases the spread in errors, via 'overshooting' the optimal 

boundaries, the boundaries are reset to those of the previous iteration, f is halved and 

the interval-adjustment is repeated. 

Returning to the Levell minimization for a moment, when none of the intervals have 

'goodl' status, the only way to improve results is add another interval. The interval with 

the worst statistics is then chosen for splitting. Problems were encountered when the 

recursive approach was developed, especially in the lower-level minimizations of higher

numbered .6.g intervals from previous absorbers. In these situations, the k-distributions 

become relatively coarsely resolved as the size of the sample of wavenumbers composing 

them shrink. A partial solution to this problem involved increasing the k-distribution bin 
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resolutions, up to 1000 bins per decade k, but in some circumstances the phenomena of 

splitting an interval in a way that no bins ended up in one of the resultant two intervals 

still occured. The way in which the 10glO.6.k bins are defined serves to resolve stronger 

absorption coefficients more finely, so a means to overcome this problem was found by 

splitting bins unequally. Currently, bins are split via 3:1 .6.g fraction process such that 

75% of the bins end up in the lower-numbered resultant subintervaL This overtomes all 

but the most obstinate sources of this error which occur in cases where a .6.g interval 

that is chosen for splitting is composed of just a few binsl. When s11ch intervals are still 

bad, they are simply removed from consideration in further iterations, since generally, 

even though error prone, they will contribute only negligibly to the errors in the band 

as a whole. During the MAS parameters development, only one case of running out of 

intervals to adjust through this process was encountered, and it was finally minimized by 

increasing the bin size to 2000 per decade k. 

The way in which g-space is redistributed after an interval size adjustment has been 

determined is also an optimization to the minimization scheme. When interval numbers 

o or 1 are adjusted, the remaining g-space is added to all of the other intervals in propor

tion to their size. The redistribution of g-space for higher numbered intervals is handled 

differently, in that the g-space is redistributed amongst intervals with numbers less than 

the active interval in proportion to their size. By doing this, convergence to minimization 

criteria is quickened in two ways. First, since higher-numbered interval boundaries remain 

the same, transmission calculation results from the previous iteration may be retained, 

saving the computational effort that would be wasted in duplicating results. Second, a 

successively finer scale adjustment scheme may be used such that the focus of improve-

ments usually works its way from higher-numbered intervals to lower numbered intervals. 

Each time either interval 0 or 1 are set as the active interval, .f is slightly reduced, so that 

on the next pass through the intervals, a convergence to the level 1 minimization goal is 

more likely. 

1 By definition intervals composed of just one bin will have exactly the same Tk(g) and Tkeff results and 
thus be error free. 
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During the level 2 minimization, in addition to determining the 'worst' interval, the 

'best' interval is also identified, so that intervals that are statistical outliers in either the 

good or bad sense are relatively quickly brought into the fold of the group of sub-band 

intervals. An outlying 'goodl' interval may also be selected as active and its b..g increased. 

This often results in a reduction of the overall sub-band averaged errors, and those of many 

of the rest of the intervals as well. 

Occasionally, the minimization process will not be able to meet the complementary 

set of criteria specified for the absorber. Examples of such circumstances include requiring 

more intervals than the . mincrit parameters specify, running out of adjustable intervals, 

or not being able to meet one or both of the levelland level 2 goals in the number of 

iterations allowed. The minimization program always returns to the caller with a integer 

value containing bitwise codes indicating the set of conditions at the time of exit. These 

data may then be used by the user to adjust the appropriate criteria in order to acheive a 

satisfactory minimization. The structure and logic of the recursive process will cause the 

k-parameters creation application to restart at the specific minimization where it left off, 

upon adjusting the minimization criteria and re-running the application. 

4.3 Parameters File Creation 

When all of the minimizations required as result of the minimization process itself have 

successfully completed, the recursive procedure will return to the controlling process de

scribed in §4.1. At this point there may be as many as several dozen minimization results, 

each containing sub-intervals data pertaining to 26 minimized k-distributions. The next 

step in the k-parameters creation process is to pull these results together and put them 

into a format usable by radiative transfer models. These data are compiled into the . ck 

parameters file. The details of the format of this file type are listed in Appendix A, though 

it remains to define the meaning of its contents. Within the .ck file creation process are 

three separate sub-processes: the determination of the set of kefj parameters applicable 

to layers with arbitrary Pav, and Tav state values; the determination of ancillary interval 

central wavelength, interval average ISR, and parameters for use in determining interval 
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specific source terms; as well as the. ck file writing process itself. These three sub-process 

can be seen to be peratain to absorber/interval-specific parameters, interval-specific pa-

rameters, and band-wide parameters, thus the organization into 3 separate sub-programs. 

The first of these subprograms determines the absorber/interval-specific k-parameters. 

After having determined the complete set of applicable lowest-level minimization results, 

they are sorted into a logical name-order, and a loop over them is begun, within which 

exists another loop over the number of sub-intervals particular to the minimization of 

interest. At each iteration in this inner loop, a third loop over the standard pressure 

levels is used to first identify the wavenumbers composing the lowest-level subinterval of 

interest. This is accomplished by derefrencing the bin to wavenumber interval indicies 

created as part of the k-distribution creation process. Then, looping over the number of 

absorbers in the band, the interval-averaged keff for each absorber at each of the standard 

pressure level and temperature combinations within the subinterval are determined from 

the corresponding Nl k-spectra elements as 

(4.7) 

where j represents the final calculation interval number, i represents the absorber number 

employed ith recursion level, and 1 is the standard pressure level number. Typically, the Nl 

are the same to within a few wavenumber intervals across standard pressure levels, though 

the specific wavenumber intervals composing each set may be increasingly disimilar with 

physical separation. 

The set of three kef f for a given standard pressure level are then fit to a set of three 

quadratic polynomial coefficients of a function of (1' - 250K), from which the keff at a 

standard pressure level may then be determined at arbitrary temperatures between 210K 

and 290K as 

Results are checked to ensure that the regression does not produce negatively valued keff 

over the range of l' for which they are ostensibly valid. In the relatively rare cases where 
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this does occur, as a result of changes in the kl/(7~td) that are not adequately described 

by the quadratic fit, a simpler linear regression, of the same form, such that a2 = 0, is 

used instead. This process results in a set of kef! (250K) and corresponding tempera

ture adjustment coefficients for each of the set of standard pressure levels, which at the 

interval/absorber level is similar to those developed by Fu and Liou [8], and Kratz [16]. 

J:<ollowing their common approach to applying these parameters in radiative transfer mod

els, for a layer with Pstd(l) < Pav < Pstd(l + 1), the interval/absorber specific optical depth 

contribution is determined by linearly interpolating in pressure the pair of kef!(j, i, l, Tav) 

determined from (4.8). That is, for the nth layer in a model profile, 

( () ( )) k ( .. 1 T. ()) [pav(n) - Pstd(l) ] 
k j, i,Pav n ,Tav n = eff J,~, , av n + Pstd(l + 1) _ Pstd(l)" X 

[kef!(j,i,l + I,Tav(n)) - kejf(j,i,l,Tav(n))] (4.9) 

such that 

T(j, i,Pav(n), Tav(n),u(n)) = exp[-k(j,i,Pav(n), Tav(n)) . u(n)] ( 4.10) 

In contrast to the implementation suggested by Kratz [16], the determination of the 

k(j, i, Pav (n), Tav (n)) for layers with average pressures that fall outside ofthe bounds of the 

26 standard levels are not extrapolated from the nearest two kef f (j, i, l, Tal! (n)). Instead, 

only temperature fitting to determine the kef f (j, i, l, Tav (n)) of the nearest standard level is 

performed. While the parameterizations described here share the same standard pressure 

levels employed by Kratz from 1000 mb to 0.251 mb, an additional 7 levels are used here. 

These additional standard levels extend the parameters to 0.01 mb, and allow interpolation 

for all but the highest possible layers. Above this height there is little pressure dependence 

to absorption line profiles, and the temperature fitting alone is sufficient. Likewise for any 

conceivable layers with Pav > 1000 mb, little additional pressure broadening from that at 

1000 mb will be exhibited. 

The second subprogram determines absorber-independent interval quantities. The 

first of these is the interval central wavelength, in f.-Lm, determined for the lh subinterval 

as 

(4.11) 
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where N is the complete set of spectra occuring in all of the standard pressure levels 

composing the subinterval !:igU). 

Interval parameterizations of source terms are also determined for solar and thermal 

sources. Both source types incorporate the ISR into the weighted averaging scheme. 

This is justified by considering the case of a spectrally dependent source reaching the 

instrument after passing through a path devoid of extinction processes. In this case, the 

instrument measurement will be the ISR weighted average of the spectral source. For 

shortwave bands, the interval-averaged TOA solar spectral flux, FoU), is determined from 

a reference data set that is cubic-spline interpolated to match k-spedra resolutions such 

that for the complete set of n spectral elements composing the lh interval, 

F ( .) = Li FO(lI(i))¢(i) 
oJ Li¢(i) 

(4.12) 

where the ¢( i) are spectral ISR values that are also cubic-spline interpolated from cali-

bration data, to match the k-spectra resolution. 

In thermal spectral regions, interval Planck emission parameters are determined at 

29 reference temperatures, T!ej, at a default 5 K resolution between 190K and 330K as 

B(TB (l) .) = Li B(7'!ej(l) , lI(i))¢(i) 
rej ,J Li¢(i) (4.13) 

where B(T!ej(l), lI(i)) is the planck blackbody emission function for the lth referenee tem

perature at the ith wavenumber in the J·th interval. This process serves to appropriately 

weight the source term contributions w1:thin the interval. 

The interval !:ig is defined in terms of the band-wide definitions, as 

!:ig(j) = lIz (!:ig(l)) (4.14) 

where !:ig(l) is the interval width at recursion level 1 ::; 1 ::; (number of absorbers in 

the band), serves as the primary interval results weighting term, which, as previously 

discussed, indicates the fraction of the band represented by the lh subinterval. 

The interval averaged ISR, is determined as 

¢(j) = ~ t ¢(lI(i)) 
n i=l 

(4.15) 
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and serves as a second results weighting term. The set of ¢(j) /2::: ¢ indicate the relative 

sensitivity the instrument to the energy associated with each interval. When combined, 

the flg and ¢ terms, serve as 'instrument' interval results weighting terms, Ruch that 

for some arbitrary radiative transfer calculation, nT, the final result, nTfinal, is the 

compound interval width and ISR weighted sum of the N individual radiative transfer 

calculations, i.e., 
nT. _ 2:::Y nT(j) ¢(j) flg(j) 

fmal - 2:::Y ¢(j) flg(j) 
(4.16) 

n T final iR then indicative of the results for the combined instrument-atmosphere radiative 

transfer system. In the following discussion of the validation of . ck parameters, such results 

are termed 'instrument' results, while those that do not include ISR are termed 'physical' 

results. 

An additional pair of parameters, which measure the degree of correlation observed 

at the interval level are also determined. The first of these, PI, is a metric of the average 

relative occurence of wavenumber intervals in all of the standard pressure levels, such 

that when Pl =1, every level iR composed exactly the same set of wavenumberR, and when 

PI :=0, every level is composed of a unique set of wavenumbers. For the £th interval, PI is 

determined via a wavenumber interval 'AND'-ing masking operation as 

( 4.17) 

where U(i) = 1 if Vi appears in every level, and 0 otherwise, and V(i)=1 if Vi appears in 

any level, and 0 otherwise. 

The second correlation coefficient, P2, also measures average relative occurence of 

wavenumber intervals in all of the levels, but in a different sense. It seeks to determine, 

on average, in how many levels a given wavenumber composing an interval at some level 

appears. A value of P2=1 implies that every wavenumber composing an interval occurs 

in every level, while P2=O implies that every wavenumber occurs in only 1 level. For the 

gth interval, P2, is determined via a wavenumber interval 'OR'-ing and summing masking 

operation as 

P2(£) = L//E£ Ljlevs W(i,j) - L~E£ V(i) 
(nlevs - 1) 2::://(£ V(z) 

(4.18) 
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where W(i,j) = 1 if Vi appears in the lh level, and 0 otherwise. An error in the code to 

determine P2 was recently found, so it will not be reffered to further. 

These parameters are pulled together in the. ck file creation subprogram, which pro

duces an ASCII file that can be read and used with appropriate code. It is independent 

of the number of absorbers present and separate radiative transfer calculations required. 

To date, code to read . ck files and determine interval parameters has been developed for 

the C and FORTRAN 90 programming languages. These codes, along with the currently 

released of collection . ck parameter files are available from the WWW site discussed in 

the first chapter. 

4.4 Summary 

In this chapter a means to create k-distribtution parameters for use in radiative transfer 

calculations was described. The process centers on a recursively invoked error minimiza

tion algorithm, which seeks to create b.g intervals producing transmission and relative 

absorption errors that are less than user-specified values for the range of optical paths 

likely to be encountered in the terrestrial atmosphere. A controlling program starts with 

the entire band, creates k-distributions for the strongest absorber, and calls the mini

mization program. When it sueeessfully completes, the wavenumbers eomposing the first 

interval produeed are then used and the process eontinues until all of the absorbers and 

intervals are minimized. The controlling program then calls another program to create 

the . ck parameters file, eontaining all of the information necessary for radiative transfer 

calculations. 



Chapter 5 

MAS k-Parameters: Validation Results and 
Discussion of Errors 

The error minimization scheme discussed in the last chapter was applied to the 50 MAS 

channels during the Fall 1997 term. The large number of channels involved made this a 

time consuming process, and took nearly a month to complete. However, the relatively 

wide portion of the electromagnetic spectrum and spectral features that were parameter

ized during the course of this effort proved to be a valuable application of the development 

process. Nearly all of the types of overlapping aborption (e.g. weak-weak, weak-strong, 

strong-strong, etc.) were encountered in the MAS channels. The interaction of these 

absorption features with sources ranging from the strongest part of the solar spectrum 

through much of the thermal spectrum permitted a determination of the efficacy of the 

parameteri:;r,ation process in the general sense, and helped to bring about an understand

ing of circumstances where a 'perfect' parameterization of absorption (contradittory as 

that may seem) may be insufficient to permit the accurate description of band radiative 

transfer. 

In this chapter, the description of a procedure that seeks to validate the k-parameters 

and the results of these validations are presented. It is shown, at least for the profile 

employed, that the parameters produced for the 50 MAS bands are sufficiently accurate 

to permit their use in retrieval applications, in that the discrepancies between. ck and LBL 

results for every channel are within measurement errors likely to be encountered, and in 

many cases are smaller than the detector sensitivities. The fact that any non-negligible 

errors exist required some analysis. The results of an investigation seeking to determine 

60 
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the relative importance of the factors giving rise to the exhibited errors is presented, and 

the need for an additional constraint, which will be employed in future applications of the 

parameters development system, is discussed. 

5.1 Validation Procedure and Results 

Though the minimization process ensures that the interval absorption coefficients are 

valid over the range of paths likely to be encountered in the modeling of the terrestrial 

atmosphere, it is impossible to know a priori whether or not the results obtained with the 

complete set of parameters will be sufficiently accurate. In order to identify cases where 

refinements to the .ck paramters are required, a validation procedure which measures 

several aspects of the results obtained with their use was adopted. The procedure makes 

use of a plane-parallel, adding-doubling radiative transfer modell, developed jointly by 

C.J. Drummond and S.D. Miller. This model, which is capable of performing single-line, 

band line-by-line, and band k-paramcter calculations, allows the user to choose from a 

wide range of profile options, including the specification of standard atmospheric profiles, 

variations on a set of standard aerosol profiles, and clouds with arbitrary physical and/or 

optical parameters. 

A test case, using a modified McClatchey Mid-Latitude Summer (MLS) profile lln-

der dear-sky (:onditions devoid of aerosols is employed in a pair of line-by-line and k-

parameters calculations. Considering the results from the line-by-line calculation to be 

exact, the k-parameters results are compared to determine how well they match. Im-

mediately after the . ck file is created, this validation procedure is performed by the k-

parameters creation (:ontrolling program. 

A typieal example of the results of this validation procedure are shown in Figure 5.1. 

Plots of 'instrument' layer heating rates, 'instrument' upwelling near-nadir level radiances, 

layer band-averaged 'physical' gaseous optical depths and the 'instrument' downwelling 

lSee, e.g. Stephens and Greenwald [13], Goody and Yung [12] for details of the adding-doubling 
approach. 
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Figure 5.1: MLS Profile validation results for MAS Channel 17. (a). 'Instrument' layer 
heating rates, (b). 'Instrument' level near-nadir upwelling radiances, (c). 'Physical' layer 
band-averaged gaseous optical depths, and (d). 'Instrument' downwelling direct beam 
spectral fluxes. 
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direct beam spectral fluxes are shown, each containing comparisons ofline-by-line and .ck 

parameters and the % differences between them at each layer or level in the atmosphere. 

All of the results, except for the optical depths, employ model results that include the 

effects of the ISR on measurements, and as such are 'instrument' as opposed to true 

physical values. 

These plots served to reveal several aspects of how well the . ck parameters worked. 

The heating rate plots, which employ layer flux divergences, are not particularly useful 

in remote sensing applications, but serve as an indication of how well the . ck parameters 

serve to represent the radiative transfer within the band and depth of the atmosphere as a 

whole. This metric alone is insufficient, as only the differences in intensities are involved, 

such that a . ck parameters set with gross systematic biases in layer optical depths might 

produce satisfactory heating rate results. The upwelling near-nadir radiances serve to 

resolve this factor and are a primary determinant of the efficacy of .ck parameters set. The 

plot of band averaged layer optical depths serves to isolate the validity of the ensemble of 

kef f parameters employed in the test profile, though the layer average values are typically 

dominated by the influence of the strongest absorption lines and intervals. For shortwave 

channels, such as the one shown in Figure 5.1, an additional plot comparing the intensity 

of the downwelling solar spectral flux at each level was produced. At the top of the profile, 

the values indicate how well the set of interval Fo parameters match the spectral solar 

flux across the band, while through the depth of the atmosphere and especially at surface, 

they indicate how well the combination of interval Fo and kef f parameters represent the 

attenuation of the direct beam alone, thus eliminating the effects of multiple scattering. 

The direct beam values include the effects of extinction due to Rayleigh scattering, but 

sinc;e such scattering is a slowly varying quantity in spectral space, and the MAS bands are 

relatively narrow, it effectively only acts as a constant added to the layer gaseous optical 

depths in each interval. 

While some disagreement between the results of the two calculations is inevitable, the 

degree of these errors through the depth of the atmosphere, relative to the expected errors 

associated with instrument measurements serve as the determining factors in the decision 
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whether or not to accept the .ck parameters as 'valid.' Some error is inherent in all ex

perimental measurements, and while calibration procedures seek to reduce any systematic 

biases, engineering considerations dictate limited instrument sensitivity. The existance of 

random measurement errors also compromise the fidelity of instrument measurements. A 

recent paper by King, et al [14], includes indications of channel sensitivities, as a set of 

Channel Equivalent Noise parameters, in terms of radiances for shortwave channels and 

brightness temperatures for longwave channels. A source involved with the management 

of the MAS instrument indicated that these numbers refer to detector sensitivities and are 

therefore a lower bound on the measurement errors that can be expeeted. More generally, 

a error of up to 5% of the measured radiance can be expected when calibration errors are 

taken into account. As such, a parameterization which produces test-case errors within 

these bounds was considered acceptably valid, since there is no point in wasting CPU 

cycles in extra interval calculations in order to produce results that are more accurate 

than the measured radiances. When. ck parameters results for a channel were much more 

accurate than the indicated instrument noise, if a large number of calculations were re

quired, the k-parameters creation process was re-run with a looser set of minimization 

criteria. Conversely, when the validation procedure revealed radiance errors greater than 

the 5% upper bound, the creation process was re-run with steps to improve the results. 

A summary of the validations results for each of the 50 MAS channels, along with the 

number of . ck intervals, the channel PI level correlation coefficient, which is determined as 

the interval-width weighted average of the interval PI values, and Instrument Equivalent 

Noise values are shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 

The shortwave channel results comparisons in Table 5.1 are in terms of the TOA 

near-nadir radiances determined directly from LBL and . ck calculation quadrature an

gles. In the 8-stream calculations employing a Gaussian angular quadrature scheme, this 

corresponded to a viewing angle approximately 16° off nadir, which while somewhat arbi

trary, eliminates any additional errors that may be introduced by extrapolating the results 

at quadrature points to aboslute nadir. Most of the results indicate differences between 

the two apporaches that are less than 2% of the LBL radiances, well below the 5% error 
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Ac lnst. .ck Params MLS Profile Validation Results 
Channel (fi,rn ) Noise N o.Intervals P1 .6.1(TOAT) %Diffj (.6.1) j .---

1 0.541 0.3350 1 1.0000 1.39331 1.61 
2 0.644 0.1570 5 0.9848 0.93936 1.12 

3 0.695 0.1780 12 0.7881 0.26779 0.50 
4 0.736 0.1800 12 0.7312 0.90631 2.01 

.-.. _-_. 
5 0.776 0.2540 8 0.9633 -0.04377 0.10 

r--' 
6 0.817 0.2370 6 0.7104 1.33227 3.59 

7 0.860 0.2810 10 0.8224 0.03652 0.10 
f------- --

8 0.899 0.1500 17 0.6954 0.60425 2.12 
1----

9 0.941 0.2260 9 0.4501 0.50442 3.79 
----_._---

10 1.642 0.0390 1 0.9081 -0.08011 0.92 
11 1.696 0.0290 5 0.8689 0.04511 0.60 
12 1.751 0.0260 7 0.7203 -0.05918 1.17 

-'13 1.803 0.0260 10 0.6276 0.03739 4.26 
14 1.855 0.0250 10 0.5830 -0.00057 8.GO 
15 1.904 0.0290 32 0.4340 -0.00110 12.78 
16 1.973 0.0140 55 0.3307 -0.0:3034 4.27 
17 2.005 0.0190 44 0.3526 -0.0:3664 2.00 
18 2.054 0.0220 35 0.6312 -0.00667 0.25 
19 2.100 0.0120 27 0.5248 -0.10597 3.40 
20 2.151 0.0030 4 0.8641 -0.04130 1.46 _._. 
21 2.198 0.0230 4 0.8968 0.014:32 0.57 
22 2.249 0.0260 4 0.9492 -0.04007 1.59 
23 2.298 0.0270 6 0.9196 -0.05046 2.41 
24 2.344 0.0260 7 0.7725 0.00720 O.4() 

---
25 2.390 0.0330 8 0.7582 -0.01408 1.33 

Table 5.1: MAS Shortwave Channel .ck File Parameters and Validation results. Instru
ment Noise Values (source: King, et al [1]) and .6.J(TOAt) are in terms of radiances 
(Wrn-28r-1 tLrn- 1). 

threshold and are thus deemed unconditionally acceptable. Of the 9 channels where the 

errors are larger than 2% of the LBL radiances, 7 of them exhibit errors less than 5%, 

and 2 of these have errors near to or less than the specified instrument noise values. The 

2 channels with errors greater than 2% are well within the instrument noise values. This 

leaves 5 channels with relative errors between 2% and 5%, that in absolute terms are in 

excess of the channel's rated instrument noise values. While still considered valid, some 

of these channels will be discussed in more detail in the discussion of error sources, below. 

Of the 25 longwave channels results in Table 5.2, 17 exhibit radiance errors that are 

less than 2% of the LBL results. Of these 17, the errors associated with 14 are also less 

_ .. _-
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MAS Ac Inst. .ck Pararns MLS Profile Validation Results 
Channel (p,rn ) Noise No.Ints. PI 6.TB(TOAi) 6.I(TOAi) %Dfffl (6.I) I 

26 2.846 9.7800 81 0.4139 -4.67599 -0.00374 25.21 
27 3.012 7.0500 35 0.4550 -0.18928 -0.00076 0.96 
28 ~U82 3.0900 48 0.5302 -3.59326 -0.02496 15.86 

29 3.346 1.2800 41 0.5077 0.17925 0.00202 0.81 

30 3.510 0.7200 39 0.6369 -0.31093 -0.00769 1.23 

31 3.660 0.4700 3 0.9808 -0.17157 -0.00494 0.67 
32 3.821 0.3700 4 0.8387 -0.26512 -0.00810 1.03 
3:3 3.976 0.3000 1 1.0000 -0.08626 -0.00287 0.33 
34 4.130 0.8100 8 0.8784 0.64327 0.01173 2.87 
35 4.279 1.7400 25 0.4744 0.97503 0.00456 5.70 
36 11.440 0.2800 41 0.3172 0.95097 0.01853 4.29 
37 4.604 0.1400 69 0.1769 -1.24697 -0.01916 4.66 
38 4.750 0.1300 91 0.1723 0.20840 0.00959 0.77 
39 4.922 0.1200 76 0.3068 -0.11615 -0.02134 1.49 
40 5.069 0.1400 11 0.7690 -0.81260 -0.01262 2.88 
41 5.215 0.1800 8 0.8268 -0.50992 -0.02303 1.89 

1--'-
42 8.505 0.1400 13 0.7773 0.09764 0.01552 0.20 

1--
43 9.663 0.1200 52 0.1009 2.08859 0.25:308 4.29 

~4 10.516 0.0900 8 0.7475 -0.01298 -0.00183 0.02 
45 11.014 0.1000 5 0.9145 -0.06514 -0.00865 0.10 

r-----
46 12.014 0.1900 6 0.9096 -0.18657 -0.02143 0.27 

~.,-

47 12.787 0.4600 15 0.7500 -0.33441 -0.03347 0.46 --_._-------
48 13.284 0.4900 29 0.5388 -0.05146 -0.00448 0.07 ._-
49 1:3.773 1.3200 34 0.4231 0.13011 0.0:~035 O.G7 

1--" 
50 14.270 2.0000 42 0.4063 -0.58374 -0.031:32 1.04 

L--. .. _._ 

Table 5.2: MAS Thermal Channel . ck File Parameters and Validation results. Instru
ment Noise Values (source King, et al [?]) and 6.TB (TOA t) are in terms of brightness 
temperatures (K). 

than the instrument noise, expressed in terms of brightness temperatures. Five c;hannels 

have relative radiance errors between 2% and 5% of LBI, values, 4 of which are greater 

than the instrument noise values. Two channels (26 and 35) which have large relative 

radiance errors that, while also indicative of non-negligible brightness temperature errors, 

are also well within instrument noise values. While the results for these two channels 

are 'acceptable', the combination of instrument noise and. ck parameters errors preclude 

their further use. This leaves only channel 28, with a large relative radiance error that 

translates as a brightness temperature error greater than the instrument noise value. This 

channel is also examined in the discussion of error sources, below. 
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Overall, the results indicate that the . ck parameters creation process developed in 

this study produces acceptable results when applied to a realistic atmospheric profile. 

While the parameters are only applied to a single profile, given the way that they are 

employed and that the test involved their application to an atmosphere with greater 

vertical resolution than the parameters themselves, there is little reason to expect that 

comparisons employing other profiles would dramatically differ from those found in this 

test. 

5.2 Sources of Errors In .ck Parameters 

Since 'errors' were found in the test case, it is worthwhile to attempt an examination 

of how they arise. Upon consideration of how the .ck parameters are used to represent 

radiative transfer in the bands, 3 or 4 possible sources arise, which are presented and 

discussed separately in the following paragraphs. It is not a simple task to identify the 

degree to which any of the possible error sources are contributing to the errors observed 

in the validation runs. In fact, since the calculated radiances are the result of interactions 

involving multiple scattering between all layers, it appears impossible to identify specific 

error contributions, and simplifying or oblique approaches to their import are taken. 

The first of these types of error sources may arise from 'bugs' in the nearly 28,000 lines 

of IDL code used in their creation. A not insignificant portion of the effort in developing 

this application involved testing and validating the individual function and subroutines 

composing the application. Many of these procedures were relatively straightforward to 

debug, since a rigorously modular approach was taken in the system design. This approach 

ensured that once a particular procedure was sufficiently tested, its results were reliable 

in any subsequent application. The development of the recursive minimization process, 

which was probably the single most complicated part of the project, involved the creation 

of code to perform wavenumber interval tracking between recursion levels, and required 

the most extensive testing and debugging. The testing procedures in this phase involved 

both numerical and graphical comparisons of the subsets of band spectra passed from 

level to level, as well as tests of the resultant parameters to ensure that each wavenumber 
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interval in the band appeared once and only once in each of all of the standard pressure 

level k-distributions, and that the kef f parameters accurately represented the wavenumber 

intervals from which they were determined. While it can not be unequivocally stated that 

the application is devoid of any bugs, the absence of any truly gross disagreements between 

LBL and . ck results, and the confidence gained from the extensive testing procedures 

employed, permit the statement that any possible bugs in the system are inconsequential. 

5.2.1 Anti-Correlations 

The existancc of anti-correlations between the k-distribution intervals at standard pres

sure levels, examples of which were shown in Figure 3.2, have been identified (West, et 

al, [32]) as the cause of the breakdown of Correlated-k approaches. When significant 

anti-correlation of the wavenumbers composing a J:::..g interval in different layers of the at

mospheric profile occurs, the radiative transfer process is effectively considering different 

subsets of the band at different layers. At the high g-space resolution shown in Figure 

3.2 it is easy to see that this will lead to the 'disappearance' of photons associated with 

absorption coefficients as they propagate across layer boundaries, and their replacement 

by a different set. The relatively wide J:::..g intervals employed in the k-parameters, how

ever, largely mitigate these effects since relatively wide spectral sub-bands are included in 

each interval and only those photons not associated with every layer's keff are potentially 

problematic. The source term weighting scheme described in §4.3 compensates for these 

effects in applications where the profile being modelled is similar to the set of standard 

pressure levels, but may lead to inaccuracies in the source terms in highly anti-correlated 

intervals where only a few standard pressure levels are referenced. Thus, anti-correlations 

may give rise to two distinctly different error components in each interval calculation: 

those resulting from poorly parameterized sources, and those resulting from absorption 

coefficients representing different spectral regions through the depth of the atmosphere. 

The first component decreases the validity of source term parameters in any profile, while 

the second acts in a profile dependent way to skew the absorption and scattering charac

teristics of incident and emitted radiation. The importance of these contributions to errors 

is difficult to determine, in that in order to be observed, a multi-layered inhomgeneolls 
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atmosphere is required, and the matrix of radiance contributions from all layers at each 

layer boundary must be identified. 

Im;tead of attempting to analyze the effect of anti-correlations at this level of detail, 

a less tedious approach was taken. By comparing the first correlation parameter, PI, as

sociated with each . ck parameters set and the MLS profile validation %Diffl.6.1 (TOA t) I 

values from Tables 5.1 and 5.2, some insight on the effects of band-wide anti-correlations 

can be gained. As shown in Figure 5.2, where the results for the 45 channels with er-

rors less than 5% are plotted against their corresponding PI values, it is not clear that 

anti-correlations are primarily responsible for the errors exhibited. This is obviously not 

an ideal comparison, since in addition to being dependent on the particulars of how the 

standard pressure level parameters are implemented, the % difference statistic alone does 

not indicate whether the errors are significant with regard to expected instrument mea-

surement errors. Considering this comparison as indicative of the role of anti-correlations 

in the MLS profile results alone, it is, however, clear that while there is perhaps some 

correlation2 between PI and %Diffl.6.I(TOA t) I, anti-correlations, if they do contribute to 

errors at all, are not the only or even the primary source of errors. The correlation statis-

tics developed in this study would then seem to refute the assertion that anti-correlations 

are alone responsible for the breakdown of Correlated k approaches. 

5.2.2 Interpolation Errors 

Another source of error that is inherent to the . ck parameterizations arises from the in-

ability of the interpolation of discrete standard pressure and polynomial-fit temperature 

kef f parameters to accurately reflect the character of absorption in profile layers with 

arbitrary average pressures and temperatures. Such errors in the keff will arise: a) when 

the changes in line broadening with pressure are not sufficiently resolved by .6.10gI0 P stan-

dard level spacing and/or b) when the changes in line strength and line broadening with 

2For the sample of 45 channels plotted in Figure 5.2, the linear Pearson correlation coefficient, p, between 
PI and %Difflt,.I(TOA i) I is -0.48224. Including the other 5 channels with larger %Difflt,.I(TOA i) I values, 
p drops to -0.35772. 
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temperature are poorly fit by the quadratic polynomial in temperature. The magnitude 

of such errors and their contribution to errors in optical depths are entirely dependent 

on the profile being employed. This being the case, a rigorous analysis of their potential 

affects on each of the 50 sets of . ck parameters was not feasible. During the parameters 

validation process, one of the factors considered in deciding whether or not to accept a . ck 

parameters set were the errors in the band-averaged layer optical depths and heating rates. 

Generally these appeared to be relatively minor (on the order of a few percent for column 

optical depths), though instances of layer heating rate errors as large as 25% were found. 

This suggests that while not completely negligible, in general interval-layer interpolation 

errors alone will not substantially contribute to the errors exhibited in arbitrary profiles. 

5.2.3 Source-Absorption Coupling 

In certain bands it was found that although the band-averaged layer optical depths were 

quite well represented by the . ck parameters, relatively large TOA radiance errors oc-

curred. This was initially a source of frustration as repeated interval error minimizations 

with progressively stricter minimization criteria seemed to only have the effect of increasing 

the number of interval calculations required, without significantly improving the results 

obtained. Upon consideration of the limitations of band models, as discussed in §3.2, the 

possibility emerged that the interval-averaged source and absorption parameters, though 

individually valid, when employed in conjunction with each other produced non-negligible 

errors as the details of the spectral combinations of each were lost. Consider, for example, 

the band averaged attenuation of the direct solar flux through the depth of the atmosphere. 

In L13L calculations the 'instrument' direct beam reaching the surface, which includes the 

ISR as a spectral weight, will be determined as 

2: Fo(v) exp( -T:)¢(V)/:w 
2: ¢(v)!:::.v 

(5.1) 

where the T: is the column optical depth including the effects of gaseous absorption and 

rayleigh scattering. The. ck equivalent will be determined as 

2: Fo(i) exp( -Tt)¢(i)!:::.g(i) 
2: ¢(i)!:::.g(i) 
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(5.2) 

To the degree that there is significant variability in these spectrally coupled Fo . T values, 

disagreements between the two forms of F.9jC will result. This is analogous to (though not 

precisely) the definition of variance, and is an indication of how closely a member of a sam

ple will correspond to the sample mean. Conversely, if either Fo or T are spectrally flat in 

regions where 1; » 0, the two forms will be equivalent. This type of error can be especially 

problematic in conventional CKD approaches where spectral mixing occurs at band-wide 

level and only band-averaged source terms can be employed. In the implementation devel

oped in this study, the isolation of spectral absorption and source contributions at the ,6.g 

interval level should largely mitigate such effects, since the spectral range in transmission 

being determined from a single T* value is limited by the recursive approach. Instances 

where it does occur can be identified by comparing the validation plots of band-averaged 

optical depths and and TOA radiances or surface downwelling fluxes, where available. 

Two cases where coupling errors may be the significant source of disagreements be

tween .ck and LBL results occur in channels 9 and 28, both of which showed marginal 

validity. Relevant band-averaged LBL and .ck calculation results are shown in Table 5.3. 

Channel 9 is centered on the 0.94 J-lm water vapor absorption band. The band averaged 

column optical depths differ by only about l/lOth of 1%, but the differences in the di

rect beams reaching the surface differ by nearly 3.7%. Further, while the .ck parameters 

produce a larger column optical depth, they also result in a stronger direct beam surface 

fiux which indicates that spectral coupling contributes an error at least as large as that 

observed in }i""sjc values. The results for Channel 28, centered near 3.18 wn are also dom

inated by strong water vapor absorption, but also include spectrally distinct overlapping 

weak absorption by CH4 , 0 3 , and N20. In this channel, while the .ck band-averaged col

umn optical is slightly smaller than the LBL result, the surface direct beam flux is also 

smaller. It is interesting to note that for both of these channels, the %Diffl,6.I(TOAt)I 

errors are nearly the same as the errors in the downwelling direct beam at the surface, 

which indicates that the kejj parameters are sufficiently accurate. Thus, spectral coupling 

can be an important contribution to errors in . ck parameters. 



I Chan I Fo(LBL) I T ZbZ 
9 813.522 2.2052 2.2078 -0.11681 432.514 448.48:3 -3.69222 
28 20.0041 16.803 16.735 0.06816 5.06926 4.42672 15.9694 

Table 5.3: MAS Channels 9 and 28 LBL, .ck coupling error contributions. In both cases, 
the relation of the column optical depths are of the same sign as the relation of the surface 
fluxes, which indicate that spectral coupling of source and absorption terms is a relevant 
f~1ctor to consider. 

Results such as those found for Channels 9 and 28 indicate that an additional con-

straint in the development of . ck parameters might be employed. In correspondening with 

several authors of papers concerned with CKD applications, all indicated that they had 

not considered the role of source-absorption coupling in their studies, and no references 

were found to it in the relevant literature. This additional constraint is thus probably a 

new consideration, which will help improve the validity of k-parameters. In remote sens-

ing applications, it will allow for the segregation of physically distinct source-absorption 

strengths, from which separate k-distributions might be developed. In radiation scheme 

applications, such as in GCMs, it will help to better define separate bands over which to 

do radiation calculations, and improve the fidelity of intra-band calculations. 

5.3 Summary 

In this chapter, a procedure to validate .ck parameters created with the system devel

oped in this study is described, the results of the validation of the MAS parameters is 

shown, and the factors contributing to observed disagreements between line-by-line and 

. ck calculations are discussed. It was found that while some disagreements between the 

two calculation approaches invariably exist, in most cases the errors associated with the 

. ck parameters are less than those that can be expected from instrument measurements. 

This result indicates that the . ck parameters creation process that was developed in this 

study is generally valid and is thus applicable to a wide range of overlapping absorption 

bands across the solar and thermal spectral regions. 

In those cases where significant disagreements between the validation results were ob-

served, it was found that the spectral coupling between absorption coefficients and source 
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terms is perhaps the most important source of error. This is in contrast to previous stud

ies, which have assumed that anti-correlations between the k-distributions at standard 

pressure levels are the primary cause of the breakdown of conventional CKD approaches. 

The k-parameters creation process serves to segregate spectrally distinct absorption coeffi

cients into flg intervals within which the kef f values reasonably approximate the range of 

observed absorption. The identification of spectral coupling as a potential source of error 

permits the development of a diagnostic to identify, and thus remedy, spectral subsets of 

flg intervals within which coupled source-absorption terms are distinct enough to lead to 

significant errors. Though not treated in the parameters created for the sometimes noisy 

MAS channels, the validity of parameter sets developed for more precise instruments and 

bands where higher fidelity between spectral and k-parameters calculations are required, 

will be improved by this analysis technique. 



Chapter 6 

Summary and Conclusions 

An accurate and computationally efficient means to describe the effects of gaseous absorp

tion on radiative transfer in the terrestrial atmosphere is a necessary prerequisite to the 

development of a method which seeks to characterize upper tropospheric cloud and water 

vapor properties from radiometer measurements. The development of a valid procedure 

to retrieve these properties from measurements made by the MODIS instrument, which is 

scheduled for launch aboard the EOS AM-1 platform in 1998, is the eventual goal of this 

researcher. In the interim before MODIS data become availible, measurements collected 

during the 1996 SUCCESS field experiment by the 50 channel MAS instrument, which 

is similar in many aspects to MODIS, are to serve as the basis for the development of a 

MODIS 'Observing System'. 

The long established 'Correlated k-distribution' approach appeared to be the most 

feasible route to the objective of characterizing gaseous absorption, though the paucity of 

available parameter sets for the 50 MAS Channels, along with the impression that this 

would remain the case, required the development of a system to independently produce 

them. During the course of the development of this system, an alternative to conventional 

approaches to the creation of k-distribution parameters emerged and was pursued. A 

novel procedure to create k-parameters that is broadly applicable in forward radiative 

transfer modeling was thus developed. The parameter sets that can be created with 

this approach retain significant spectral information and isolate the effects of overlapping 

absorption features at the calculation interval level. An important component of these 

parameters is the inclusion of the effects of spectrally varying instrument response on 
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resultant instrument radiance measurements. The parameters sets developed in this study 

have been demonstrated to be adequately valid for most of the 50 MAS channels in the 

visible through infra-red spectrums. This being the case, a significant first step toward 

the creation of a MAS 'Observing System' of upper tropospheric properties has been 

accomplished. 

Parameter sets were created from high resolution synthetic absorption coefficient 

spectra. These k-spectra were created for each of the relevant absorbers in a band at 

26 standard pressure levels and 3 standard temperatures via the superpostion of Voigt 

profile broadening contributions of transition lines appearing in the HITRAN atlas. A re

cursively invoked transmission and relative absorption errors minimization scheme, which 

produces k-distribution intervals meeting user specified error criteria, serves as the core 

of the parameters creation system. It employs subsets of the band spectra that are deter

mined from 'higher level' minimization results to create interval-specific k-distributions. 

These k-distributions are then used in conjunction with standard pressure level specific 

ranges in optical paths to determine 6..g space intervals which are valid for the range of 

absorber amounts that can be expected in the terrestrial atmosphere. This novel process, 

in cOIljunction with the accounting of the spectral-space components of each 6..g inter

val, allows the determination of ancillary interval-specific parameters which, in addition 

to interval-averaged ISR information, include more accurate parameterizations of source 

terms than are possible with conventional approaches. 

A validation procedure which compares several aspects of the results obtained with the 

parameters developed in this study against those obtained with line-by-line calculations 

indicated that the . ck parameters created are valid. For most of the MAS channels, it was 

found that the disagreements between the results of these two approaches were less than 

the errors that might be expected in instrument measurements themselves. The parameter 

sets for a few of the MAS channels produced relatively large errors. An examination of 

the sources of the errors in these channels revealed that while the role of anti-correlations 

can not be ruled out, it appears that discrepancies arising from the treatment of spectrally 

coupled source and absorption quantities as single valued means in intervals with signifi

cant variance in either of these terms is the primary source of errors. The identification 
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of this error source permits the development of a diagnostic to alleviate its effects via the 

segregation of spectral components with similar source terms. While not applied to the 

MAS parameters developed here, the identification of errors arising from the treatement of 

spectrally coupled absorption and source terms as single-valued means in /:).g intervals has 

the potential to further increase the fidelity of subsequent k-parameters creation efforts. 

6.1 Summary 

There are numerous particular conclusions to be drawn from this study, that would be 

tediolls to reiterate in detail yet again. However, the most important conclusions, rep

resenting the more significant aspects of the results of this study can be summarized as 

follows: 

• The novel approach to k-distribution parameters creation developed in this study 

permit an accurate and computationally efficient description of the effects of gaseous 

absorption on radiative transfer in the terrestrial atmosphere and the modelling of 

instrument-measured radiances. 

• The relative absorption and transmission errors minimization scheme used to cre

ate k-distribution parameters is sufficient to adequately describe the optical depth 

contributions resulting from absorption processes in the terrestrial atmosphere. 

• Spectrally varying source term and absorption coefficient coupling within specific 

k-parameters calculation intervals can be an important source of errors. Since the 

variance of the spectral components of interval kef f parameters are limited by the 

creation process, the identification and alleviation of significant variance in interval 

source term components will potentially further improve the fidelity of subsequent 

k-parameters creation efforts. 

6.2 Future Work 

The next step in this investigation is the development an 'Observing System' from an 

ensemble of MAS channels containing information useful to the retrieval of upper tropo

spheric cloud and water vapor properties. The tenuous nature of Our understanding of 
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ice cloud scattering properties makes this an ambitious objective. It remains to be de

termined what, if any, of these parameters can be reliably retrieved from MAS radiances, 

though the k-distribution parameters developed in this study provide a wealth of poten

tially useful information. Several ER-2 flight legs from the SUCCESS mission have been 

identified in which cirrus clouds were observed by MAS and LIDAR instruments. Given 

positive indications of observing system capabilities, it is planned to use the k-parameters 

developed in this study as a component of demonstration retrievals from MAS, and if 

possible, equivalent MODIS channel radiances. 



Appendix A 

. ck Parameters File Structure 

This appendix describes the . ck file structure associated with each of the k-distribution 

parameter sets produced in this study. For the MAS instrument, the files are named 

'mas##.ck', where '##' represents the two-digit channel number. The files are stored in 

ASCII format, with variable record lengths determined by individual field sizes and the 

number of fields in each record. The files are broken into three categories of record types 

and occur in the following order within the files: 

• Ie (File Header Records) : One set of records per file. 

• RS (Recursion Structure Definition Record) : One record for each absorber included 

in the file. 

• OK (CK Data Records) : One set of records for each calculation interval. 

The definitions for each of the types of records are as follows: 
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lRec I Field I Type/Size I Field Name I Description 
--

rco 0 char [80] Comment-O File description 0 
IC1 0 -char [80] Comment-1 File description 1 ----
rC2 0 int instrumenLno Reference Instrument # .-----

1 int channeLno Channel Instrument # 
T<S3- 0 double lambdaO Band begining wavelength (f..lm) 
-- --

1 double lambda1 Band ending wavelength (Wn) 
-

2 double lambda_c Band central wavelength (,.lm) 
3 double dlambda Band width (f..lm) 

1C4 0 int n_absorbers # of absorbers parameterized 
---

1 int n_cales # of radiative transfer cales required 
2 int n_ck_recs # of CK parameterization records 

(same as n_cales in this rev.) 
IC5 0-2 double[3] cLtemps the set of i=[0,1,2] temperatures used in 

developing the CK parameterizations. 
cLtemps[l] is base temperature from 
which correction factors to level abs. 
coefficients are based (250~~ 

IC6 0 int n.std_Ievs # of reference levels for which abs. 
coefficients are defined (at the base 
temperature) . .. - . 

1- doubler] stdJevs the reference pressure levels at which 
the interval k-coeffs are defined. (mb) 

IC7 0 int n..B_temps # of interval Planck emission 
temperatures 

1 double B_tO the first Planck emission temp. (K) -_. 
2 double B_tl the last Planck emission temp. (K) 

---
3 double B_dt the increment between Planek emission 

temperatures (K) 
-- -

Table A.l: File Header (IC) Records 

I Rec I Field I Type/Size I Field Name I Description 

RSO 0 char 50 char '=' rec seperator 
RS1 0 int level params creation recursion lev / 

absorber index # 
1 int hLabsorberjd HiTran absorber # (e.g. 1=H20, 

2=C02, 3=03, ... ) 

Table A.2: Recursion Structure Definition (RS) Records 
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I Rec I Field I Type/Size I Field Name I Description 

CKO 0 char 50 char '-' rec seperator 
CK1 0 int seLno CK data record set # 
CK2 0 string uniqjd InstChan.Uniq subinterval ID string 
CK3 0- int[] subintJd array of size 'level' containing the 

unique set of subinterval identifiers 
(a sanity check) 

CK4 0 double intJilter _av subinterval avg'd instrument filter 
function 

1 double int_dg subinterval cum. k-dist. width 
,----- --

subinterval avg'd central wavelength 2 double inUambda_c 

f-.-
(p,m) 

3 double intJdaO subinterval avg'd TOA solar spectral 
flux (Wm-2p,m- 1) 

4 double inLpl subinterval creation wavenumber total 
correlation (PI) statistic 

5 double inLp2 subinterval creation wavenumber partial 
correlation (P2) statistic 

CK5 0- doubleD int.B array of size [n_B_temps] containing 
subinterval Planck black body emission 
radiances for use in interpolating layer 
emissions.(W m-2sr-1p,m--1) 
(Newlines are inserted after every 
nJLtemps entries.) Note: valid for 
B_temps[O] ::; T ::; B_temps[n.B_temps-1]. 
(Source is the averaged emissions for the 
wavenumber intervals sets in the 
T=250K k-distributions) 

CK6 0- doubleOD intJev..k array of size [It-absorbers][ n-BtdJ.evs] 
containing the k-coeffs for each absorber 
@ T = 250 K. (Newlines are inserted after 
each n-Btd_levs entries.) 

CK7 0- doubleD [] [] inUev _ Tc_coef array of size 'n_absorbers,3,n_stdJ.evs' 
containing quadratic polynomial 
coefficients to fit a k-coeff to (T-250). 
(Newlines are inserted after every 
n_stdJ.evs entires.) 

Table A.3: CK Data Records 
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